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Abstract 
Twilight and Harry Potter have become extremely successful multimedia 
franchises  in  large  part  thanks  to  the  two  series’  devoted  fans. Many fans not only 
consume these two series, they also produce stories, pictures, and videos that seem to use 
the characters from Twilight and Harry Potter to fulfill their own romantic fantasies. 
However, the tremendous popularity of fan music videos and the diverse demographics 
of  the  videos’  producers  and  consumers  challenge  some  of  the  assumptions  early  
qualitative researchers made about fan communities. The study of fandom would be 
greatly advanced by a quantitative study that connects producers to their content; 
therefore, this study utilized a survey and a content analysis in order to illuminate the 
connections  between  fans’  romantic  desires  and  the  romantic  content  of  their  music  
videos.  
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As media corporations continue to consolidate, big hits become even bigger as the same 
story is told in different ways on different platforms. Thus, the most popular teen fiction novels 
become the most popular teen fiction films because the Hollywood bigwigs know that stories 
with a preexisting audience are almost guaranteed to make money. In this way, Harry Potter and 
Twilight became massive, wildly successful commercial franchises mostly because of their fan 
followings. The Harry Potter series consists of seven books written by British author J.K. 
Rowling about a young boy who discovers that he is a powerful wizard. These seven books were 
made into eight films, which hit theaters between 2001 and 2011. The Twilight series consists of 
four books written by American author Stephenie Meyer about a young, human woman who falls 
in love with a vampire. Five films were made based on this series from 2008 to 2012. 
Although no new content is being produced in the Harry Potter or Twilight universes, 
both series continue to inspire a plethora of fan-made creative works. These works take many 
forms (including, but not limited to, original songs, stories, fan art, and music videos), and are 
often posted online. Geographically dispersed communities of Harry Potter and Twilight fans 
form bonds over the Internet through the production, consumption, and critique of fan-made 
works  based  on  the  series.  These  fan  communities  are  worthy  of  study  because  they’ve  taken  two  
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highly successful commercial franchises and made them their own, pioneering a kind of 
consumption that is anything but passive and uncritical. Of course, there are many other mass 
media franchises that have inspired fan activity. This study assumes that Harry Potter and
Twilight fan communities have much in common with fan communities of other popular films 
and books. With this in mind, I have grounded my research questions and assumptions in the 
findings of researchers who studied other media fandoms. 
Most researchers have taken a cultural studies approach to the study of fandom (Jenkins, 
1992; Bacon-Smith, 1992; Busse & Hellekson, 2006). The cultural studies approach, as 
conceptualized by Hall and Fiske, sees popular culture as a site of struggle between social elites 
and the less privileged to define the messages circulated through the media and society (Hall, 
1974; Fiske, 1989). It is similar to the uses and gratifications paradigm in that both uses and 
gratifications and cultural studies theories see media audiences as agents who actively choose 
certain media offerings to fulfill needs and desires (Katz, Blumler, & Gurevich, 1973-1974; 
Rubin, 2009). This process necessarily entails some creativity; fans not only choose some 
mediated stories over others but also change the chosen stories to more effectively realize their 
desires. 
Many researchers also studied fandom by conducting ethnographies from a participant 
observation standpoint (Jenkins, 1992; Bacon-Smith, 1992; Black, 2005). Strangely enough, 
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there is not a lot of literature on male media fans and their fannish practices. Most researchers 
focused on the primarily female fan writing communities, characterizing fan communities as 
semi-secret organizations where female fans could write fiction that expressed their deepest 
desires and often opposed patriarchal norms. Camille Bacon-Smith nicely summarized this 
viewpoint when she jokingly referred to Star Trek fandom as a cross between a ladies literary 
society and a terrorist group (1992, p. 4). 
I question whether fan communities (especially those that revolve around the production 
of  visual  rather  than  written  fan  fiction)  can  still  be  characterized  as  oppositional  women’s  
communities. Amernick and Finnerty (2012) conducted a survey of Star Wars fan video 
producers and found that there was about an equal ratio of male and female video creators (p. 
18). Since the viewers and critics of the videos are often also producers themselves, it makes 
sense to assume that the community is equally gender diverse. Speaking as a fan, it also seems to 
me that fan communities aren’t  as  widely  marginalized  and  belittled  today  as  they  were  when  
Jenkins wrote Textual Poachers in 1992. With the rise of the Internet, it has become incredibly 
easy  to  connect  and  share  one’s  fannish  productions  with  other  fans.  This  has  enabled  fandoms  to 
grow much bigger, and consequently, become much more socially acceptable. 
The qualitative, exploratory studies undertaken by Jenkins and others were valuable 
because they shed light onto a relatively new phenomenon that had never been studied before. 
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However, the qualitative findings produced cannot be generalized to other fan communities or 
even  all  the  fans  within  the  fan  community  studied.  I  think  it’s  time  to  take  the  next  step  forward  
and theorize about the desires that fans fulfill by creating fan-made works and joining fan 
communities.  According  to  Jenkins’s  (1992)  and  Bacon-Smith’s  (1992)  studies  of  Star Trek fans, 
a great number of fan-made works focus on romantic relationships between two characters, often 
featuring graphic descriptions of sexual encounters. This indicates that many female fans 
produce and consume fan-made works to vicariously fulfill their sexual fantasies and romantic 
desires (Jenkins, 1992; Bacon-Smith 1992). The type of male character portrayed in these 
female-authored fan fictions closely resembles the male hero in romance novels; he is strong yet 
sensitive, and he cares for the heroine as the female writer wishes to be cared for by the men in 
her real life (Radway, 1984). Due to Jenkins and Bacon-Smith’s  focus  on  communities of 
women, little is known about the extent to which male fans produce and consume romance-
centric fanfiction to fulfill sexual and/or romantic desires. However, Jenkins (1992) suggests that 
fan fiction written by men often focuses on action rather than romance. 
The desires of Star Trek fans may not be the same as those of Harry Potter or Twilight
fans,  but  I  think  it’s  reasonable  to  assume  that  the  newer  fans  share  the  basic  desire  for  romantic  
and sexual fantasy. Based on the work of other fan fiction researchers,  I  also  think  it’s  reasonable  
to assume that fans who produce fan art or fan videos have many of the same desires as fans who 
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produce written fan fiction. My study focuses on the community of fans who create and consume 
Harry Potter and Twilight fan music videos, which are fan-made music videos created by 
combining video footage from a television series or movie with a popular song. 
The first fan-made music videos were called songtapes, and were inspired by MTV and 
popular television series like Star Trek. Fans spliced together movie or television footage using 
multiple VCRs and copied the result onto blank videocassettes (Bacon-Smith, 1992, p. 175). 
Most researchers seem to consider fan music videos an offshoot of a much larger fan writing 
community. For example, notable researchers Henry Jenkins and Camille Bacon-Smith each 
included only one chapter on fan music videos/songtapes in their books about fandom (Jenkins, 
1992; Bacon-Smith, 1992). However, with the explosion of online video sharing sites and the 
increased availability of cheap and sophisticated video editing software, the number of fan music 
videos has skyrocketed. Thus, I believe that the fan communities surrounding fan music videos 
deserve to be studied in their own right. 
Incidentally, the Harry Potter and Twilight fandoms came into being at about the same 
time as the Internet and software technological advances, which resulted in a flood of people 
making and uploading fan music videos based on these two series. Both Harry Potter and 
Twilight have enjoyed tremendous commercial success and inspired a plethora of fan works, 
suggesting that something about these stories resonates with people. Even though the original 
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Harry Potter books were written for children, people of all ages consider themselves fans of the 
books and movies. Twilight fans are mostly women, but they tend to be women of all ages, not 
just the teenage girls the series was targeted towards. 
Both fandoms are large and ripe for study, and, thanks to the timing of the movies’  
releases, there are plenty of Harry Potter and Twilight music videos and fans for me to analyze. I 
plan to conduct a survey of fans who produce fan music videos, asking questions about their 
romantic desires. I intend to produce results that can be generalized to all Harry Potter and 
Twilight fan music video producers, thus bringing fandom research one step closer toward 
conducting a study that can be generalized to fans of all media fandoms. Also, I would like to 
focus more on the content of the fan productions than previous researchers have. Both Jenkins 
(1992) and Bacon-Smith (1992) wove textual analyses of fan stories in with their interview data 
in order to answer the question of how fan fiction helps fans fulfill certain needs and/or desires. 
However,  they  had  no  way  of  matching  a  specific  fan’s  interview  responses  with  the  content  he  
or she produced, so they could only talk broadly about how each genre of fan fiction helps fans 
fulfill different desires. They also failed to discuss how fan music videos  might  fulfill  fans’  
desires in different ways than written fan fiction. I address these deficiencies in the literature by 
conducting both a content analysis and a survey in order to answer the questions:  
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RQ1: To what extent do romantic desires drive Harry Potter and Twilight fans to produce 
and consume Harry Potter and Twilight fan music videos? 
RQ2:  How  does  the  content  of  their  fan  music  videos  reflect  the  fans’  romantic  desires? 
RQ3: How romantic are the videos as a whole? 
My study is a two-phase sequential quantitative study. The intent of the study is to learn 
about the romantic desires of the fans that produce Harry Potter and Twilight fan music videos 
as well as the ways in which the videos fulfill these desires. In the first phase, an online survey 
asked fan music video producers and consumers about their romantic desires, their length of 
involvement with the fan music video community (in years), and their level of activity within the 
fandom (e.g., number of videos watched per week). 
The second phase of my study involves a quantitative content analysis of the videos 
themselves. The video is the unit of analysis and the romantic interaction is the recording unit. 
The coding scheme for my content analysis identifies the number and gender of characters in the 
video as well as the song genre, the video popularity data (e.g., number of views), and the types 
of romantic interactions present in the video. The independent variables include the sex, 
femininity level, and romanticism level of the fan creators (from the survey), and the dependent 
variables include the video popularity data and the number and type of romantic interactions 
present in the videos (from the content analysis). I take a cultural studies approach similar to 
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Hall’s  (1974),  informed  by  Jenkins’  definition  of  a  fan  as  someone  who  takes  an  active  role  in  
producing or critiquing works produced in the fan community (1988, p. 59).   
In the following chapter, I provide a more thorough summary of the literature on cultural 
studies, fandom research, and romanticism, connecting the literature to my study. The third 
chapter describes my methodological approach in more detail, including how I recruited 
respondents and what questions I asked on the questionnaire, as well as the main codes I used in 
the content analysis. In chapter four, I discuss the results of my study. Finally, in chapter five, I 
draw conclusions about my data, discuss limitations of my study and provide applications and 




In this chapter, I show how existing theories, studies, and frameworks from psychology 
and media studies help us interpret the romantic ideologies and practices of fan communities. I 
begin by defining several key terms, then proceed to provide an overview of the psychological 
theories of romanticism. I discuss how these theories of romanticism relate to Hall’s and Fiske’s 
conceptualization of cultural studies. I describe why the British cultural studies tradition formed 
the theoretical background of several influential studies of fan communities, and, finally, I 
discuss how the study of fandom has evolved from the 1990s to today. The studies presented in 
this chapter inform my ideas about fan romanticism presented in the methods section as well as 
the development of my survey instrument. 
This study focuses on Harry Potter and Twilight fans who participate in online fan music 
video communities. As stated in my introduction, the Harry Potter and Twilight fandoms are 
worthy of study because Harry Potter and Twilight are extremely successful book and film 
series. The Twilight book series has sold over 116 million copies worldwide (Publisher’s Weekly, 
2010), and the films based on the Twilight books have grossed over 3 billion dollars at the box 
office (http://www.the-numbers.com/movies/franchise/Twilight, 2011). Harry Potter has been 
even more successful, perhaps owing to its larger intended audience. According to a British 
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Broadcasting Corporation article, the Harry Potter books series had sold over 400 million copies 
as of 2008, and the films based on the Harry Potter books have made over 7 billion dollars at the 
box office (http://www.the-numbers.com/movies/franchise/Harry-Potter, 2011)! Furthermore, a 
YouTube.com search for “Twilight music video” returns over 1.7 million results, and a 
YouTube.com search for “Harry Potter music video” returns over 1.3 million results, suggesting 
an intense level of fan activity around these products. 
Since the fan community has its own terminology that can be confusing to the uninitiated, 
I provide here several theoretical definitions to give readers a better understanding of the terms 
used in this paper. Harry Potter/Twilight fans are people who produce and/or consume audience-
made material based on the Harry Potter/Twilight media franchise. Fan music videos are fan-
made music videos created by combining video footage from a media source product with a 
song. An online fan community is a group of enthusiasts who share ideas and specific types of 
creative works based on their favorite media products over the Internet. I separate the written fan 
fiction community from the fan music video community with the understanding that many fans 
are members of both communities. However, the membership in these communities is different 
enough that I feel I need to specify that I am studying the fan music video fan community. 
Romanticism Theory 
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Given fans’ love of “shipping,” or romantically pairing their favorite media characters in 
fan fictions, surprisingly few fandom studies take theories of romanticism into account. To 
remedy this deficiency, I decided to base my study in part on psychological theories of 
romanticism. Following Sprecher and Metts (1989), I define romanticism as the extent to which 
an individual subscribes to romantic ideologies, which are beliefs about romance and love. These 
ideologies are distinct from romantic behaviors and thoughts about a particular romantic 
relationship, and are the best way to measure an individual’s level of romanticism (Sprecher & 
Metts, 1989, p. 387). It makes more sense to study fans’ beliefs and feelings about romance in 
general rather than their feelings about a particular partner or relationship because their fan 
activities are centered on the love lives of fictional characters rather than their own real life 
romances. 
Sprecher and Metts were not the first researchers to study romantic ideologies. Hobart 
(1958) studied beliefs about romance at different stages of romantic relationships and found that 
men endorsed more romantic beliefs as their romantic relationships progressed, though women 
did not. However, Sprecher and Metts pointed out that many of the items on Hobart’s scale 
measuring romantic beliefs were outdated, and, thus, a new scale was necessary (1989, p. 388). 
Sprecher and Metts created a list of items measuring romantic beliefs and asked 730 college 
students to rate the extent they endorsed the romantic statements. The final version of Sprecher 
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and Metts’ Romantic Beliefs Scale was composed of 15 items that measured 4 different concepts 
(1989, p. 396):  
That love at first sight exists (‘Love at First Sight’) 
Each person has only one true love (‘The One and Only’) 
True love lasts forever and can overcome anything (‘Love Finds a Way’) 
True love will be perfect (‘Idealization’) 
Sprecher and Metts tested the reliability and validity of their Romantic Beliefs Scale, and found 
it to still be a reliable measure of romanticism ten years later (Sprecher and Metts, 1999). 
Sprecher and Metts (1989, 1999) also studied the relationships between gender, sex-role 
orientation, and romanticism, and found that males and feminine subjects endorsed more 
romantic beliefs than women and masculine subjects. They believed that this indicated that both 
social role (assigned by birth gender) and individual personality (discovered through sex-role 
inventory) helped to determine an individual’s romanticism (Sprecher & Metts, 1989, p. 408). 
According to Weaver and Ganong (2004), Sprecher  and  Metts’  Romantic  Beliefs  Scale  is  
still frequently used to measure romantic ideology (p. 173). Weaver and Ganong (2004) 
administered the scale to both African Americans and European Americans in order to test its 
applicability to non-white populations. They found that the items on the scale did not load on the 
same factors for black and white Americans, but that both groups had similar scores for total 
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romanticism (p.184). They  also  replicated  Sprecher  and  Metts’  finding  that  men  scored  higher  
than women on total romanticism (Weaver & Ganong, 2004, p. 183). They concluded that, while 
it might be inadvisable for researchers to use the original subscales of the Romantic Beliefs Scale 
with diverse samples, it seemed that using the total scale score would be fine for diverse samples, 
since both African and European Americans had similar total scores (Weaver & Ganong, 2004, 
p. 183).
Anderson (2005) also used the Romantic Beliefs Scale to study the effect romanticism 
has  on  individuals’  perception  of  online  romantic  relationships.  She  found  a  negative  relationship  
between romantic beliefs and perceptions of online romantic relationships; that is, the more 
romantic beliefs the person held, the more negatively he or she perceived online romantic 
relationships (Anderson, 2005, p. 528). Anderson posited that this relationship was negative 
because people who score high on the Romantic Beliefs Scale have old-fashioned romantic 
beliefs, and  believe  that  “true  love”  can  only  exist  in  a  traditional,  in-person relationship (2005, 
p. 528). This may indicate that the Romantic Beliefs Scale is no longer applicable to modern,
Internet-using people, or it might merely reaffirm that romantics like their relationships to be in 
person.  I  believe  Anderson’s  findings  do  not  preclude  highly  romantic  people  from  having  many  
romantic elements in their fan videos, as fans are not necessarily engaged in romantic 
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relationships over the Internet; rather, they are merely using the Internet as platform to share 
their romantic fantasies with others. 
Even more recently, Regan and Anguiano utilized the Romantic Beliefs Scale in their 
2010 study of the relationships between romanticism and the demographic variables age, gender, 
and ethnicity. They did not express any reservations about the continuing validity or reliability of 
the scale. They found that the older the person, the less romantic he or she tended to be (Regan & 
Anguiano, 2010, p. 974). They also discovered that Asian Americans were more romantic than 
African-Americans (Regan & Anguiano, 2010, p. 974).  Unlike Weaver and Ganong, Regan and 
Anguiano  did  not  replicate  Sprecher  and  Metts’  initial  finding  that  men  had  higher  romanticism  
scores than women; instead they found that men and women had comparable scores. This 
indicates that, even if men stayed more romantic than women from 1989 to 2004, the gender gap 
in romanticism had closer by 2010. 
Sex Roles Theory 
Sex roles are the sex-stereotyped personality traits and behaviors of individuals, which, 
often, but not always, correspond to the traits and behaviors they are “supposed” to have based on 
their birth sex (Bem, 1974). It’s important to study sex-role orientation along with gender and 
romantic ideologies, because studies have found that sex-role orientation and gender are related 
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to romantic beliefs (Sprecher & Metts, 1989; Cunningham & Antill, 1981). Femaleness and 
femininity have also been related to enjoyment of romance stories (Radway, 1984), and it can be 
inferred that fans who create romantic videos do so because they enjoy romantic stories. 
Sprecher and Metts (1989), as well as many other researchers (Holt & Ellis, 1998; 
Konrad & Harris, 2002; Choi, Fuqua, & Newman, 2009; etc.) have used the Bem Sex Role 
Inventory to measure the masculinity and femininity of their subjects. Sandra Bem developed the 
Bem Sex Role Inventory in 1974 as a scale that did not assume masculinity and femininity to be 
diametrically opposed  to  each  other  (p.  156).  Using  Bem’s  scale,  a  person  could  be  masculine,  
feminine, or androgynous, depending on their combined score on the masculinity and femininity 
subscales (p. 158). The Bem Sex Role Inventory consists of 20 masculine items, 20 feminine 
items, and 20 neutral items included so subjects cannot guess the purpose of the questionnaire 
and alter their responses (Bem, 1974, p. 156). It was first tested on 917 students and paid 
volunteers and later retested on a smaller sample of the same group, and found to be reliable and 
valid.  I  use  the  Bem  Sex  Role  Inventory  in  my  study  because  it’s  a  respected  measure  that  has  
been used in many studies that looked at sex roles, and it is still used in recent studies (Konrad & 
Harris, 2002; Choi, Fuqua, & Newman, 2009; Gomez et al., 2012; etc.). 
Holt  and  Ellis  replicated  Bem’s  study  in  1998  using  a  college  sample  and  found  that  58  
out of 60 items were still valid (p. 929). They concluded that the Bem Sex Role Inventory 
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continued to be a valid way to measure sex roles, but they cautioned that traditional gender role 
assumptions and values seemed to be weakening. This observation proved prescient, as several 
studies afterward reached very different results. Konrad and Harris (2002) administered the Bem 
Sex Role Inventory to a diverse group of African and European American men and women and 
found that the most traditional groups still considered most of the items to be differentially 
desirable for women and men, but the more liberal groups considered only 4 items to be 
differentially desirable (i.e. valid) for men and women (p. 259).  
Hoffman and Borders (1999) criticize the construct validity of the Bem Sex Role 
Inventory,  claiming  Bem’s  definitions  of  masculinity  and  femininity  are  unclear.  They  also  
pointed out that the parts of the scale measuring masculinity and femininity were supposed to 
contain  only  positive  traits,  but  undesirable  items  such  as  “gullible”  may  have  been  included  
despite their negative valence because they were considered less negative for one sex than the 
other. According to Hoffman and Borders (1999), this could be an example of statistically 
significant results obscuring the lack of theoretical meaning in the findings  (p. 45). Similarly, 
Choi and Fuqua (2003) conducted a literature review of 23 studies that were conducted to assess 
the validity of the Bem Sex Role Inventory, and concluded that the actual structure of 
masculinity/femininity may be more complex than Bem Sex Role Inventory assumes; therefore, 
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the Bem Sex Role Inventory may not be the best way to operationalize masculinity and 
femininity (p. 872).  
However, there are two versions of the Bem Sex Role Inventory: the original (long form), 
which contains 20 items measuring masculinity, 20 items measuring femininity, and 20 neutral 
items, and the modified (short form), which contains 10 items measuring masculinity, 10 items 
measuring femininity, and 10 neutral items. Surprisingly, both Campbell, Gillaspy, and 
Thompson (1997) and Choi, Fuqua, and Newman (2009) found that the shorter form of the Bem 
Sex Role Inventory had more reliability and validity than the longer form. If the results of these 
studies indicate that abbreviated forms of the Bem Sex Role Inventory are more effective at 
measuring masculinity/femininity than the entire scale, the femininity items on the short form of 
the BSRI will probably be more relevant to modern populations than the femininity items that 
were left out of the short form. 
Cultural Studies Paradigm 
Many proponents of the cultural studies paradigm believe that audiences are active and 
can affect the media in addition to being influenced by the media (Shoemaker & Reese, 2014). 
This idea became influential around the 1960s. The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies in 
Great Britain was one of the first schools to reject the idea that traditional literature and art (i.e., 
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high culture) was somehow better than mass culture (Barker, 2003, p. 6). British cultural studies 
theorists such as Hall (1974) and Fiske (1989) pointed out the ways in which the divide between 
high culture and mass culture reflects the substantial power divide between the intellectual elite 
and the disenfranchised masses. This paved the way for investigations of traditionally devalued 
cultural products and practices, including studies of media fans. 
British cultural studies theorists also theorized about ways of reading popular media 
texts. Hall’s (1974) influential essay on encoding and decoding weaves together semiotics and 
critical theories to argue that there are multiple ways to read televisual content, including 
dominant, negotiated, and oppositional readings. The types of readings are classified according 
to how they relate to the wider society’s ideologies. Dominant readings are more or less in line 
with the readings suggested by society’s dominant ideology, which are often also the readings the 
producer of the content intended. Negotiated readings take the dominant ideology into account 
while also making adjustments for the different social positions audience members occupy in 
relation to the dominant position (for example, a woman consuming a text written for men and 
changing it to reflect her own point of view). Finally, oppositional readings look critically at 
television and expose the operation of dominant ideologies in television programs (Hall, 1974, p. 
304). Audience members may choose which position to occupy from moment to moment while 
viewing, often switching from dominant readings to negotiated readings to oppositional readings 
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throughout the course of a single program. For Hall, popular culture is like a battlefield where 
different belief systems fight to achieve dominance in society (1974, p. 307). The dominant 
ideologies always have an advantage because they are so entrenched in society that they seem 
like “common sense” to most people, but there will always be skeptics who challenge the 
dominant ideologies (Hall, 1974). 
Fan-produced works based on artifacts from popular culture can also enter the struggle to 
make cultural meaning. According to Jenkins (1992) and Bacon-Smith (1992), fan works usually 
represent oppositional or negotiated viewpoints, as they are usually produced by women who 
wish to challenge or modify the dominant ideologies found in the original work. However, some 
fan fictions closely resemble the dominant ideology especially when the original work is targeted 
toward women (Jenkins, 1992).  
Like Hall, Fiske (1989) sees popular culture as a site of struggle between dominant and 
oppositional cultural forces. He wrote Understanding Popular Culture in part to challenge 
Marxism’s conception of media audiences as unthinking dupes who’ve been brainwashed by 
cultural elites. Fiske’s (1989) discussion of the people who tore their jeans as part of the counter 
cultural movement is reminiscent of the way fans rewrite mediated narratives to better convey 
the messages they wish to express (p. 4). Thus, it’s not surprising that the concept of the active 
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audience that Fiske puts forward in Understanding Popular Culture informed many researchers’ 
approaches to studying fandom.  
Fandom Theory 
As indicated in the previous section, many media fandom scholars have approached their 
subject from a cultural studies point of view in response to critics of fandom who assert that 
fandom is low culture. Many approach their topic as fans themselves, wishing to reclaim a 
denigrated community (Jenkins, 1992, location 814). The earliest fandom scholars studied 
female fans of Star Trek who went to conventions and wrote stories for fanzines, nonprofit 
magazines composed of fan-created stories based on one or more media source products 
(Jenkins, 1992, location 2881). Although men were media fans as well, they were significantly 
less likely than women to write fan fiction, and so they were largely neglected in studies of fans 
who produce written fan fiction (Jenkins, 1992). 
One of the most influential early works on fandom was Henry Jenkins’s Textual Poachers 
(1992). In Textual Poachers, Jenkins conducted an ethnography of the Star Trek media fan 
community from a participant-observation standpoint (since he considered himself a fan as well 
as a researcher). Jenkins was one of the first researchers to look at fandom from a cultural studies 
rather than elitist critical standpoint. He believed that the stereotype of Star Trek fans as brainless 
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geeks collecting worthless knowledge was largely inaccurate, and he discussed how many 
women found social and intellectual fulfillment through their involvement in the Star Trek fan 
community (Jenkins, 1992, location 917). He used de Certeau’s concept of textual poaching to 
argue that fans pick and choose parts of popular culture to incorporate into their stories (1992, 
location 491). According to Jenkins, fans write fan fiction (and perhaps make fan music videos) 
to envision an equal society, to share their creative output with a community of like-minded 
people, and to learn more about themselves through the creative process (1992, location 2151). 
Jenkins’ insights have been applied to many other fandoms over the years, and, thus, I presume 
they will be useful in my study as well. 
Camille Bacon-Smith was another influential early researcher who studied Star Trek fans. 
She also conducted an ethnography, and she shared her conclusions in the book Enterprising
Women: Television Fandom and the Creation of Popular Myth (1992). She independently 
reached many of the same conclusions as Jenkins, which bodes well for the reliability of both 
studies. Bacon-Smith’s book centered around written fan fiction, but included one chapter 
devoted to songtapes. As mentioned in the introduction to my paper, songtapes were the first fan-
made music videos. 
Chapter 7 of Enterprising Women is especially important to my study because I believe 
that some of the visual conventions Bacon-Smith identified in the Star Trek songtapes live on in 
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today’s fan music videos. For example, she discussed how eye contact between characters (even 
enemies or rivals!) can connote emotional and/or sexual intimacy when taken out of context and 
placed in a music video. I believe this can be observed in Harry Potter and Twilight fan music 
videos, whose creators often edit the scenes to make it look like the characters paired in the video 
are maintaining eye contact. 
Although some customs and practices of early Star Trek fans continue in contemporary 
fan communities, fan communities have changed drastically in the 20 years since Jenkins and 
Bacon-Smith conducted their first ethnographies of fan communities. First and foremost, fan 
communities have become much more visible and accessible to outsiders since they moved 
online (Busse & Hellekson, 2006, p. 13). In the early days of Star Trek fanzines, neophyte fans 
were generally introduced to the fan community through friends who happened to share the same 
interests. Some fans still discover fan communities this way, but there are many more who locate 
the most popular fan websites on their own using search engines like Google. The Internet has 
also removed geographical and financial barriers to participation in the fan community (Busse & 
Hellekson, 2006, p. 14). Fans used to only be able to communicate with fans who lived close by. 
Fan conventions were practically the only way to meet fans who lived far away, and attending a 
convention often required spending money for airfare and lodging. Now, fans can communicate 
and exchange ideas with fans who live in other countries over the Internet. Also, inexpensive 
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drawing software and video production software has made it easier to both produce visual 
artworks and to share them with other fans, making fan communities more visual than ever 
before. 
The migration of fan communities online has also impacted fandom scholarship in 
unforeseen ways. Fan scholars have begun to conduct studies of the psychology of individual 
fans, content analyses of fan fiction genres, and textual analyses of specific fan stories in 
addition to ethnographic studies of fan communities. For example, Willis (2006) and Woledge 
(2006) both use innovative methods to explore aspects of written fan fiction that have been 
understudied to date. 
Willis (2006) combines existing theory with a critical, self-reflective analysis of her own 
fan fiction. She examines how her own Harry Potter fan fiction stories play on possible queer 
meanings in the text, but also resignify those meanings to make them resonate with her. She 
shows how fan fiction stories can expand the canon universe of Harry Potter by looking at 
aspects that the original series did not explore, such as Hermione’s relationship with her non-
wizarding parents (Willis, 2006, p. 164). Willis’ essay may be useful to me because it is one of 
the few academic studies that describes and analyzes aspects of the Harry Potter fandom, and 
also because it shows how fans choose aspects of the series to explore. Also, it provides a 
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blueprint for a study that discussed the relationship between a fan’s personality and the content 
she produced, although Willis’s work cannot be generalized beyond herself. 
Woledge (2006) focuses on fan stories themselves (rather than the fans who produce 
them) in order to identify a new genre of fan fiction. According to Woledge, the most sexually 
explicit fan fiction is not as revolutionary as fan fiction that portrays intimacy between 
characters, especially those of the same sex (2006, p. 97). She puts forth the theory that both 
slash and mainstream written fan fiction collections contain some stories that focus mainly on 
intimacy. She categorizes these intimacy-focused stories in a new genre she calls “intimatopic.”  
Woledge believes that intimatopic stories that focus on romantic relationships between same sex 
characters are more revolutionary than stories that merely depict two same sex characters having 
sex because the intimatopic stories blur the lines between “gay” and “straight” interactions and 
subvert society’s assumptions about proper behavior toward same sex others. Based on Bacon-
Smith’s observations of expressions of intimacy in songtapes, I would assume that there is also 
an “intimatopic” genre of fan music videos. Assuming that eye contact between characters does 
connote intimacy in fan music videos, it would be interesting to explore the different desires that 
“intimatopic” and “non-intimatopic” fan music videos fulfill. 
Although the vast majority of scholarship on fandom has focused on written fan fiction, a 
few researchers have conducted studies of fan music videos. These studies are obviously 
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important because they provide the background for my own study of Harry Potter and Twilight 
fan music videos. In 2008, Ng published a study of fan made fan music videos featuring Bianca 
and Lena, a canon lesbian couple from the soap opera All My Children. She argued that fans of 
the couple used fan music videos to reject Bianca and Lena’s breakup in the show’s canon and to 
play out scenarios where the two women found happiness in their love for each other (Ng, 2008, 
p. 554). Ng’s article is important because it discusses several of the ways in which fan desires are
coded in fan music videos. Even though she did not study Harry Potter or Twilight fan music 
videos specifically, I believe the codes she identified in the All My Children fan music videos cut 
across fandoms. Also, the descriptions of specific videos in the article point to some of the ways 
fan music videos can portray different human emotions and worldviews. 
Amernick and Finnerty’s (2012) study of the Star Wars fan music video community on 
YouTube.com is also important to mention because this study grew out of the need for research 
on fan music video communities. Dan Amernick and I studied the role of creative and technical 
self-efficacy in the Star Wars fan music video community on YouTube. The results of our survey 
suggested that creativity is more important to fan video producers than technical skills. We also 
found that fan video producers with higher creative self-efficacies tended to upload more videos, 
while fan video producers with higher technical self-efficacies tended to upload fewer videos, 
perhaps getting bored with making videos or wanting to perfect their videos (Amernick & 
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Finnerty, 2012, p. 18). Our study covered new territory as one of the few quantitative studies of 
an online fan music video fan community. I believe our findings about fans’ self-efficacy were 
informative, but, unfortunately, they did not provide a way to generalize about the fan 
community’s values or to connect the content of the videos with the survey responses. We also 
ran into problems finding enough fan music video producers to survey, which I hope to remedy 
by studying a fandom that came about more recently, and thus might have more technologically 
savvy fans. 
Hypotheses 
The above as a whole has given rise to the following hypotheses: 
H1: Female fan video creators have more romantic elements in their fan videos than male fan 
video creators. 
Romantic elements are romantic actions taken by characters in the video (e.g. kissing, 
hugging, handholding). It’s been established in fandom research that female fans are more likely 
to focus on the romantic relationships in a movie or book than male fans (Jenkins, 1992; Bacon-
Smith, 1992; Busse & Hellekson, 2006; Woledge, 2006; Ng, 2008), perhaps because romance is 
considered a woman’s genre. 
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H2: The more romantic the video creator, the more romantic elements he or she will have in his 
or her videos. 
It stands to reason that people who endorse romantic beliefs will have more romance in 
their videos than people who do not. 
H3: The more feminine the video creator, the more romantic elements he or she will have in his 
or her videos. 
Sprecher and Metts (1989) and Cunningham and Antill (1981) found a positive 
correlation between femininity and romanticism. Those who are highly feminine are often highly 
romantic, and thus very likely to include romantic scenes in their fan music videos. 
H4: The more romantic the video, the more popular the video. 
Harry Potter and Twilight have attracted a large female fan base (in Twilight’s case, the 
fan base is predominantly female), and female fans have previously been more likely than male 
fans to produce and view fan created works (Jenkins, 1992). Thus, it’s assumed that the viewers 
of the fan music videos are mostly female, and that the female viewers tend to prefer watching 
romantic videos over non-romantic videos. 
Figure 1 provides a visual summary of the predicted relationships between my variables. 
Demographics (especially gender) should influence the romanticism and femininity of my 
subjects; specifically, women ought to be more feminine than men. Femininity and romanticism 
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should both influence each other. Femininity and romanticism should both influence romantic 
elements so that the more romantic and the more feminine the person, the more romantic 
elements in the video the person creates. Finally, romantic elements are hypothesized to 
influence video metadata, so that the more romantic the video, the more popular it is. 
Figure 1. Theoretical Path Analysis 
Femininity (person) Romantic Elements  (video) 
Romanticism (person) Metadata (video) 
Demographics (person) 
Independent Independent Dependent 
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In the following chapter, I discuss the methodological details of my survey and content 
analysis. By conducting this study, I hope to provide valuable insights into the connections 




In order to test my hypotheses about fan romanticism and the content of fan music 
videos, I conducted a two-phase sequential quantitative study. In the first phase, I contacted 
Harry Potter and Twilight fans who produced Harry Potter and Twilight fan music videos and 
requested their participation in my survey. My questionnaire included questions about subjects’ 
romanticism, femininity, level of participation in the fan community, and demographics. In the 
second phase, I conducted a content analysis of a random sample of videos made by the fan 
music video producers who took my survey. I did both a survey and a content analysis because 
it’s necessary to study both the content and those responsible for making it to draw conclusions 
about the connections between fans’ personalities and the content they produce (Krippendorff & 
Bock, 2009). In this chapter, I will discuss how I conducted the survey, how I selected my 
sample for the content analysis, and the coding scheme for my content analysis. A combined 
(Harry Potter and Twilight) version of the questionnaire used in the survey can be found in 
Appendix A. The codebook used in the content analysis is included in Appendix B. 
Justification of Study 
Survey research is especially valuable in the study of fan communities since surveys 
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enable researchers to generalize their findings from their respondents to the entire population 
(Creswell, 2008, location 3319). Numerous researchers have conducted qualitative exploratory 
studies of fan groups (Jenkins, 1992; Bacon-Smith, 1992; Black, 2005), but these studies could 
not be generalized beyond the fans studied. Jenkins, Bacon-Smith, and others also looked at the 
content of fan fiction stories, but could not provide scientific explanations for connections 
between fan motivations and the contents of their stories, in part because the authors of the 
stories were not necessarily the same people who were interviewed (1992; 1992). Combining a 
survey of fans with a content analysis of the creative works produced by those same fans allows 
me to investigate relationships between the characteristics of fan videos and characteristics of the 
fans who created the videos. 
I conducted a cross-sectional online survey, which was ideal for my study because data 
can be collected within a relatively short period of time, allowing enough time to complete the 
content analysis phase of my study. I used a questionnaire form consisting of mostly Likert scale 
items and multiple-choice questions, since this form of survey instrument is familiar to almost 
everyone. The questionnaire was administered online via SurveyGizmo.com. Since the members 
of my population could only be found and contacted through their online aliases, administering 
the survey online seemed ideal. Also, online surveys are low-cost and easy to administer, 




I recruited my subjects online from January to April of 2013. Initially, I wanted to study 
as many fandoms as possible so that I could argue that whatever trends I found were present in 
most (if not all) fandoms. Given time and budget constraints, I determined that I could only study 
four fandoms. I decided to study the Twilight, Eragon, Harry Potter, and Hunger Games
fandoms because they were all recent fandoms and they all emerged at about the same time, 
which would presumably make it easier to make comparisons between them. 
I began the search process by entering the search criteria “Harry Potter music video” in 
YouTube’s search function, using additional search criteria if needed and repeating the process 
with the other three fandoms. I selected videos that used footage from any of the Harry Potter,
Twilight, Eragon, and Hunger Games movies produced from 2001 to 2013. To be included in 
my sample, the video had to contain re-edited movie footage set to music, usually (but not 
always) a current popular rap, rock, hip-hop, or pop song. I included videos set to instrumental 
music (such as the Harry Potter theme song), but not videos containing footage from 
videogames based on any of the fandoms or videos of fans dressed up as characters from any of 
the series. Videos in the latter categories are not considered fan music videos. Instead, they form 
two distinct areas of fandom known as machinima (short for machine cinema) and cosplay (short 
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for costume play) respectively. The fans who upload machinima or cosplay videos may be 
significantly different from those who upload fan music videos in some way, so I will look at 
them and their productions in a future study. 
YouTube makes it easy to connect videos to users, contact users, and see all the videos a 
particular user has uploaded, since the YouTube user name of the person who uploaded each 
video is listed below the video, and if you click the name, you will be taken to a page that allows 
you to contact the user and lists the other videos that he or she has uploaded. After searching for 
videos, I made a list of 500 YouTube users who uploaded Harry Potter videos, 500 YouTube 
users who uploaded Twilight videos, 250 users who uploaded Eragon videos, and 250 users who 
uploaded Hunger Games videos. I then contacted these people via private messaging and asked 
them to take my survey. Private messaging is a YouTube feature that works like e-mail. After 
creating a YouTube account, a YouTube account holder can send messages to any other YouTube
account holder, which will appear in the inbox of his or her profile page. I pasted the link to my 
questionnaire in the body of the private message the same way other researchers send links to 
surveys via email. 
Although random sampling of all the producers of fan music videos would be ideal, it is 
impossible in this case because there is no list of all YouTube users who have uploaded Harry
Potter, Eragon, Twilight, and Hunger Games videos. It is nearly impossible to discover how 
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many distinct users have uploaded Harry Potter, Eragon, Twilight, and Hunger Games videos to 
YouTube because YouTube allows people to search for the number of videos on a particular 
topic, but not the number of uploaders. Also, many fans have uploaded more than one video. In 
order to discover the total number of users who uploaded Harry Potter, Eragon, Twilight, and
Hunger Games videos, I would have to go through hundreds of thousands of videos and write 
down the user name of the person who uploaded each one the first time it appeared. It is 
impossible to randomly sample every person who has uploaded a fan music video to YouTube, 
and, thus, there is no way to know how the size of my sample compares to the size of the 
population. 
As I made my lists of fan video producers for each fandom, I quickly discovered that 
there were many more producers for the Harry Potter and Twilight fandoms than the Eragon and 
Hunger Games fandoms. After I reached about 250 Hunger Games and Eragon uploaders, the 
user names were mostly repeated, and it became extremely difficult to find new uploaders. 
Meanwhile, I was easily able to form lists of 500 Harry Potter and Twilight uploaders without 
any repeats. Also, my cooperation rate was extremely low, perhaps due to the fact that the survey 
was not anonymous; I asked participants for their YouTube user names so I could match their 
questionnaire responses with the content of their videos. I did allow respondents to state if they 
uploaded fan music videos on any other sites other than YouTube, but only two people did this, 
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and I was unable to locate their videos that were not posted on YouTube. 
After contacting my initial sample of 500 Harry Potter, 500 Twilight, 250 Hunger Games 
and 250 Eragon uploaders three times, I had about 50 completed Harry Potter surveys, 30 
completed Twilight surveys, 15 completed Hunger Games surveys and 15 completed Eragon
surveys. At this point, I removed the Hunger Games and Eragon fandoms from my study 
because it became too difficult to find new uploaders from these fandoms to contact, and I 
deemed it unlikely that many more people that I had already contacted would deign to take the 
survey after they had ignored the previous 3 recruiting messages. I contacted 400 more Harry
Potter uploaders and 900 more Twilight uploaders in hopes of getting more responses. In the 
end, I collected 86 Harry Potter responses and 65 Twilight responses, making my cooperation 
rate for Harry Potter 9.5% and my cooperation rate for Twilight 4.6%. 
Of course, not everyone who uploads a fan music video necessarily considers him or 
herself a fan. I initially included a question that asked, “Do you consider yourself a Harry
Potter/Twilight/Eragon/Hunger Games fan?” and had SurveyGizmo automatically disqualify 
people who answered in the negative, since I wanted to study people who self-identify as fans. 
However, after I had severe difficulties getting enough responses, I took out the automatic 
disqualification and included people who didn’t consider themselves fans. Apparently, there is 
still a stigma attached to being a fan. Interestingly, I also discovered that being a Twilight fan 
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seems to be more stigmatized than being a Harry Potter fan, since there were 13 Twilight
disqualifications and 3 Harry Potter disqualifications when I removed the disqualification 
metric. This may be due to a combination of factors; first, Twilight is a romance, a genre that has 
been dismissed and trivialized as a housewives’ genre, also, it has been roundly criticized for 
changing much-beloved vampire myths, exhibiting poor writing, and even for glamorizing an 
abusive relationship between the main characters (Miller, 2008).  
Variables and Instrumentation 
The variables I measured in my survey included romanticism, femininity, and 
demographics. The independent variables were romanticism (15 items), femininity (20 items), 
and gender. The control variables were length and depth of participation in the fan community (4 
items), age, education, and household income. The dependent variable, romantic video elements, 
I later measured via content analysis. 
I measured romanticism using Sprecher and Metts (1989) Romantic Beliefs Scale. I used 
this scale because it was the most recently developed scale that measured respondents’ attitudes 
toward romantic ideology in general, rather than feelings about a specific relationship. The 
Romantic Beliefs Scale had a Cronbach alpha of .81. The validity of the Romantic Beliefs Scale 
was tested by comparing it to the Spaulding (1970) Romantic Love Complex Scale and other 
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related scales, and the reliability of the scale was tested by administering the questionnaire to the 
same subjects a month apart (Sprecher and Metts, 1989, p. 395). The test-retest reliability of the 
Romantic Beliefs Scale was verified by Sprecher and Metts again in 1999, and the scale has been 
used in numerous recent studies (Weaver and Ganong, 2004; Anderson, 2005; Hatfield et al, 
2011; Smith and Massey, 2012; Hefner and Wilson, 2013). 
Sprecher and Metts initially had a 21-item scale, but reduced the scale to 15 items that 
loaded .5 or above on the 4 major factors they identified: Love Finds a Way, One and Only, 
Idealization, and Love at First Sight (1989, p. 396). The 15 items on the final scale, along with 
the factor they loaded on are as follows: 
1) I need to know someone for a period of time before I fall in love with him or her.
(Love at First Sight) 
2) If I were in love with someone, I would commit myself to him or her even if my
parents and friends disapproved of the relationship. (Love Finds a Way) 
3) Once I experience ‘true love,’ I could never experience it again, to the same degree,
with another person. (One and Only) 
4) I believe that to be truly in love is to be in love forever. (One and Only)
5) If I love someone, I know I can make the relationship work, despite any obstacles.
(Love Finds a Way) 
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6) When I find my ‘true love’ I will probably know it soon after we meet. (Love at First
Sight) 
7) I’m sure that every new thing I learn about the person I choose for a long-term
commitment will please me. (Idealization) 
8) The relationship I have with my ‘true love’ will be nearly perfect. (Idealization)
9) If I love someone, I will find a way for us to be together regardless of the opposition to
the relationship, physical distance between us, or any other barrier. (Love Finds a Way) 
10) There will be only one real love for me. (One and Only)
11) If a relationship I have was meant to be, any obstacle (e.g., lack of money, physical
distance, career conflicts) can be overcome. (Love Finds a Way) 
12) I am likely to fall in love almost immediately if I meet the right person. (Love at First
Sight) 
13) I expect that in my relationship, romantic love will really last; it won’t fade with time.
(Love Finds a Way) 
14) The person I love will make a perfect romantic partner; for example, he/she will be
completely accepting, loving, and understanding. (Idealization) 
15) I believe if another person and I love each other we can overcome any differences
and problems that may arise. (Love Finds a Way) 
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I used all of these items in the same order they were used in Sprecher and Metts’ original study. 
Item 1 (“I need to know someone…”) was reverse coded, following Sprecher and Metts (1989) 
and Weaver and Ganong (2004). Respondents indicated their degree of agreement with the items 
on a Likert Scale, with the categories strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly 
disagree. 
I measured femininity using the femininity sub-scale of the Bem Sex Role Inventory 
(Bem, 1974). The Bem Sex Role Inventory is a highly respected scale that is still in use, despite 
being developed in 1974 (Choi, 2009; Gomez et al, 2012). More recent studies have concluded 
that masculine and feminine traits do not have the same desirability, but that sex role 
stereotyping still exists in society (Choi, 2008). Bem tested the scale for test-retest reliability in 
the original study and found that reliability was high when the questionnaire was administered to 
the same respondents a month apart (1974, p. 160), and Cronbach’s alpha for the femininity sub 










9) sensitive to the needs of others
10) understanding
11) compassionate






18) does not use harsh language
19) loves children
20) gentle
It’s not common practice to only use the femininity part of the scale. However, I chose to 
use only the femininity sub scale because I was not interested in masculinity or androgyny, and 
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because I wanted to make the questionnaire as short as possible in hopes of receiving more 
completed questionnaires. 
Length of participation is defined as how long respondents have considered themselves 
part of the fan music video fan community, while depth of participation is defined as how much 
time they spend viewing and interacting with fan music videos. I measured length of 
participation in the fan community with the following items: 
1) How long have you considered yourself a Harry Potter/Twilight/Eragon/Hunger
Games fan? 
2) How long ago did you begin watching Harry Potter/Twilight/Eragon/Hunger Games
music videos online? 
Both items allowed respondents to provide a number of months, years, or both. 
I measured depth of participation with the following items: 
1) How many separate music videos have you uploaded online using video clips,
pictures, and/or fan art from Harry Potter/Twilight/Eragon/Hunger Games? (Include 
videos that have been deleted) 
2) About how many Harry Potter/Twilight/Eragon/Hunger Games music videos did you
watch last week? 
3) About how many Harry Potter/Twilight/Eragon/Hunger Games music videos did you
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comment on last week? 
As with length of participation, respondents were allowed to provide any whole number as an 
answer. Uploads were not measured per week in recognition of the fact that making a fan music 
video is a lengthy and time-consuming process. 
Sampling and Unit of Analysis 
I selected my sample of videos for content analysis as soon as data collection for my 
survey was complete. By requiring my respondents to provide their YouTube user names on the 
questionnaire, I made it possible for myself to search for their profiles, and thus their videos, on 
YouTube. I made a list of user names, and then visited their YouTube profile pages and clicked 
on “videos” to see a list of fan music videos each producer uploaded. I then used a random 
number table to sample one video per respondent for my content analysis. I believe one video per 
respondent is an ideal sample size because it allows me to draw conclusions between the 
uploader and his or her videos without overloading myself and my other coder. 
I decided to use the entire fan music video as my unit of analysis. At first, I was 
considering using each uncut scene as my unit of analysis because it would give me a detailed 
account of every instance of my codes in each video and I would not be required to analyze as 
many videos. However, I realized that my hypotheses called for a bigger sample size and only a 
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general idea of the content in each video. Using the video as the unit of analysis enables me to 
see if my codes are present in the entire video (rather than each scene), thus giving me a more 
holistic picture of the videos than if I had split them up into scenes. I won’t be able to compare 
how frequently certain codes emerged from one video to another, but my hypotheses only 
require that I observe whether or not the codes are present in the videos. 
Coding 
I was one of the coders for this project, and my father was the other coder. We began 
coding in April, 2013, immediately after I chose the videos for analysis. I created three 
categories of codes: general video information, analyticals, and romantic elements variables. 
General video information included variables that gave information about the video but did not 
indicate anything about the video’s level of romanticism, such as the number of main characters 
in the video and the presence or absence of natural sound. Analyticals were variables obtained 
from the statistics YouTube provides on the popularity of its videos, such as number of views, 
number of comments, and number of positive and/or negative ratings. Romantic elements 
variables were variables that directly measured the romanticism of the video, such as whether a 
romantic kiss or a romantic touch were present in the video. 
General video information included 3 main character variables, song genre, scenery, and 
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natural sound. Main character number measured how many characters were the focus of the 
video: one, two, three, or four or more. Main character gender measured whether the main 
characters of the video were all male, all female, or mixed gender (videos with one main 
character were considered all male or all female, depending on the gender of the character). Main 
character age measured whether the main characters were about the same age or over ten years 
apart (videos with one main character were considered same age). The variable song genre 
measured the genre of the song in the music video. I determined the genre of each song by 
searching for the song in Apple’s ITunes program, and recording the genre ITunes classified the 
song into. Scenery measured the presence or absence of shots focusing on the backdrop rather 
than the characters, but was deleted quickly when I realized my definition of the variable was too 
nebulous. Natural sound measured the presence or absence of dialogue from the original movie 
in the video. These general information variables were not necessary for testing my hypotheses, 
but I measured them because I thought they would be interesting. I considered using some of the 
main character variables as control variables in a regression, but I had more important other 
variables (such as demographics from the survey) to use. 
Analyticals included the number of viewers of each video, the number of subscribers to 
the uploader of the video, the number of comments on the video, the number of positive ratings 
the video received, the number of negative ratings the video received, and the percentage of 
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positive ratings over total ratings. It was not necessary to run intercoder reliability analyses on 
these variables because they are stated plainly on the same YouTube webpage as the video. 
However, views, comments, and subscriptions do increase over time, so my colleague and I 
attempted to record this information for each video as quickly as possible. The last variable, 
percentage of positive ratings, was not provided by YouTube, but was calculated using the 
formula positive ratings/total ratings * 100. These variables were measured in order to serve as 
control variables and in order to test my hypothesis that the more romantic elements a video has, 
the more popular it is. 
The romantic elements variables were the most important set of variables in my content 
analysis because these are the variables I used to test all of my hypotheses. All of these variables 
were dichotomous, with 1 representing present/romantic and 0 representing not present/not 
romantic. The romantic kiss variable was defined as present if “two characters kiss on the lips, 
or, one character kisses another on the forehead/cheek/hand/etc. when the two characters are 
portrayed as a couple in the video,” in recognition of the fact that not all kisses are necessarily 
romantic in nature. Similarly, a romantic hug was present if “a character puts both arms around 
another character when the two characters are portrayed as a couple in the video.” Romantic 
handholding was present if “two characters hold hands when the two characters are portrayed as 
a couple in the video” (Also, the hands must be visible in the shot). Romantic touch was present 
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if “there’s any affectionate touch (that does not fall into handholding or hugging) between two 
characters portrayed as a couple in the video.” Romantic eye contact was present if “there’s 
intense eye contact between two characters portrayed as a couple in the video.” Implied sexual 
intercourse was present if there was “two characters in bed together in a state of undress.” Note 
that the characters must only be portrayed as a couple in the fan video, not in the actual movie 
series, for these romantic elements to be present; hence, I included videos with non-canon 
couples such as  Draco and Harry, Hermione and Snape, Alice and Bella, etc. 
To determine whether or not two characters were a couple in the video, a few criteria 
were used. The most important criterion was how the creator described the video in the written 
video description; if he/she stated that the characters were a couple in the video I treated them as 
a couple. I also took cues from the subject of the song and how closely the clips mirrored the 
lyrics of the song. For example, footage of Voldemort casting spells to the song “I Believe in 
Love” was not characterized as romantic, but footage of Hermione and Harry kissing and 
dancing to the song “Didn’t You Know How Much I Loved You?” was considered romantic, as 
the footage seemed to be seriously retelling the song. The video subject variable was a 
determination of whether the video, as a whole, was romantic or not. It was determined the same 
way as whether or not the two characters in a given video were a couple. If the video creator 
indicated that the video was about the romantic relationship between two characters, the video 
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was considered romantic, but if nothing was written, my colleague and I watched the video and 
determined for ourselves if it was romantic or not. The song subject variable measured whether 
the song used in the music video was romantic or not; this was determined by listening to the 
lyrics of the song independently of the video and prior to watching the video. Videos with no 
lyrics were automatically considered not romantic. The romantic natural sound variable 
measured whether anything the characters said in spoken dialogue (if present) was explicitly 
romantic. Initially I also had a romantic scenery variable, but it became too difficult to 
differentiate romantic scenery from non-romantic scenery, so that variable was cut. My complete 
codebook can be found in Appendix A. 
I used the ReCal reliability calculator from http://dfreelon.org/utils/recalfront/ to calculate 
intercoder reliability. My father and I achieved decent intercoder reliability relatively easily, as 
approximately half the variables had an Krippendorff’s alpha of .7 or higher on the first attempt. 
We had the hardest time reaching intercoder reliability on the variables Video Subject 
(romantic/not) and Romantic Eye Contact (Present/Not). This was to be expected due to the 
many factors involved in deciding whether a video was romantic or not, and the fact that eye-
contact is a less obvious sign of romantic desire than, say, kissing, and, therefore, it was difficult 
to determine whether any given instance of eye contact was romantic. 
As seen in Table 1, all of my variables had a final Krippendorff’s alpha above .75. The 
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variable with the highest alpha was gender (.94), but the variables song subject, romantic kiss, 
and romantic touch also had alphas above .9. The variable with the lowest alpha was romantic 
eye contact (.763, which corresponded to 88% agreement). Percent agreements were provided 
for the variables implied sexual intercourse and romantic natural sound because ReCal was 
unable to provide an accurate alpha statistic for these variables. It was very rare that these 
variables were present in a video, so perhaps the low rate of occurrence made the statistical tests 
less accurate. Overall, my high Krippendorff’s alphas indicate that differences in my content 
analysis codes are not likely to be due to discrepancies between individual coders. This 
demonstrates high validity and makes it easier for others to replicate my study. 
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Table 1 
Variable Name Krippendorff’s Alpha
Number of main characters 0.887
Gender of main characters 0.94







Romantic Eye Contact 0.763
Implied Sex 96% agreement 
Natural Sound 0.898
Romantic Natural Sound 96% agreement 
Data analysis 
I conducted data analysis using the SPSS computer program. I began by combining all 
the items measuring romanticism into a romanticism index, all the items measuring femininity 
into a femininity index, and all the items measuring romantic elements into a romantic elements 
index. I ran reliability analyses on each index and eliminated the items that decreased alpha. I 
conducted an independent t-test to see whether or not men and women differ significantly on the 
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number of romantic elements in their videos. I ran Pearson’s correlations to see if there were 
statistically significant correlations between romanticism and romantic elements and between 
femininity and romantic elements. Finally, I ran a multivariate regression to control for the 
effects of demographics and femininity on the relationship between romanticism and romantic 
elements in videos. 





In this chapter, I present the results of my statistical analyses. I begin by discussing 
descriptive statistics of all variables. I then show the correlations between my blocs of variables 
(demographics, femininity, romanticism, romantic elements, metadata) and themselves. Next, I 
show the correlations between different variable blocs, and use these correlations and a 
hierarchical linear regression to test my hypotheses. Finally, I show how the data fit in my 
theoretical model from Chapter 2. 
As shown in Tables 2 and 3, 88.2% of my respondents were female, and the mean of their 
ages was 22 years. I anticipated my respondents to be young, since digital video editing and 
navigating the Internet are skill sets mostly acquired by young people who grew up with the 
technology. However, I did get three respondents in their 50s, indicating that some older people 
are willing to embrace new technology. I also expected to have way more females than males, 
since fandom is usually a female dominated area and since one of the fandoms I picked 
(Twilight) is notorious for having almost exclusively female fan base; however, I hoped I would 
get more than 17 male subjects. 
My subjects averaged $50,000 a year income and 14 years of education, which 
corresponds to some college in America. Surprisingly, only 43% of my respondents were from 
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North America (mostly the U.S.), with 43% from Europe and 14% from the other continents! 
(Location was not asked as a question on the survey, but SurveyGizmo provides location data on 
respondents, and I made location a variable after I noticed the majority of the respondents were 
not from the U.S.) Part of the reason so many of my survey respondents were European may be 
because the Harry Potter series originated in the UK, but the majority of my Twilight
respondents were European as well. This may be due to globalization and the popularity of 
American cultural exports (especially Hollywood movies) around the world, especially in 
Europe. 
Table 2. Percentages for Gender and Country, n=144 
Variables % 
Gender 
     Male 11.8 
     Female 88.2 
     Total 100.0% 
Country respondent took the survey in 
     North America 42.7 
     Europe 43.4 
     Other (Asia, Africa, Australia, South America) 14.0 
     Total 100.0% 
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Table 3. Means and Standard Deviations for Age, Education, and Income, n=144 
Note. a1 = $5,000 or under; 2 = $5,000 to 10,000; 3 = $10,001 to 20,000; 4 = $20,001 to 
30,000; 5 = $30,000 to 40,000; 6 = $40,001 to 50,000; 7 = $50,001 to 60,000; 8 = $60,001 to 
70,000; 9 = $70,001 to 80,000; 10 = $80,001 to 90,000; 11 = $90,001 to 100,000; 12 = 
$100,001 to 110,000; 13 = $110,001 to 120,000; 14 = $120,001 to 130,000; 15 = $130,001 to 
140,000, up to 26=$250,000 or more 
Sixty percent of my respondents took the Harry Potter version of my questionnaire, and 
40% took the Twilight version, as seen in Table 4. In the midst of conducting my survey, I 
realized that I was losing a lot of potential respondents by requiring them to consider themselves 
fans to complete the questionnaire; I lost 13 potential Twilight respondents because  they  didn’t  
identify as fans, but only 3 Harry Potter respondents. It  seems  that  “fan”  is  still  a  stigmatized  
term, and people seem especially reluctant to consider themselves fans of Twilight. Perhaps this 
should not be surprising, since Twilight has received more criticism than Harry Potter for being 
poorly written, anti-feminist, shallow, and radically changing established vampire myths, among 
other criticisms. Ninety-six percent of my respondents did say they considered themselves fans, 
but that was likely because I only counted completed responses in this statistic and because I 
initially  disqualified  those  who  didn’t  identify  as  fans. Also, due to my low cooperation rate 
Variables M SD 
Age (in years) 22.49 6.08 
Education (in years) 13.73 3.53 
Incomea 6.16 4.70 
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(9.5% for Harry Potter, 4.7% for Twilight)  it’s  likely  that  my  respondents  were  not  
representative of the population of fans. 
Table 4. Percentages for Fandom Nominal Variables, n=144 
Variables % 
Fandom 
     Harry Potter 159.7% 
     Twilight 140.3% 
     Total 100.0% 
Do you consider yourself a Twi/HP fan? 
     Yes 195.8% 
     No 104.2% 
     Total 100.0% 
According to Table 5, the average respondent has been a fan for approximately 8 years, 
and began watching fan music videos 4 years ago. The mean number of fan video uploads was 
21, but the median was 9 uploads and the mode was 1 video, indicating that the few people who 
uploaded more than 100 videos skewed the mean value significantly higher than it would have 
been otherwise. My respondents watched an average of 4 fan music videos per week, but only 
commented on 1, most likely because commenting involves more effort than simply watching. 
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Table 5. Means and Standard Deviations for Fandom Ratio Variables, n=144 
Note. aThese two items are measured in years. 
As seen in Table 6, my respondents endorsed more romantic beliefs than they refuted, 
with the mean response above neutral on 9 out of 15 questions. The mean was highest on the 
item  “I  believe  if  another  person  and  I  love  each  other,  we  can  overcome  any  differences  and  
problems that  may  arise.”  The  mean  for  that  item  was  4.03,  with  4  indicating  “agree”  on  the  
scale  used  to  measure  the  items.  The  item  “I  need  to  know  someone  for  a  period  of  time  before  I  
fall  in  love  with  him  or  her”  had  the  lowest  mean (1.91), with 2 indicating “agree”  and  1  
indicating  “strongly  agree.” 
Variables M SD 
Number of Twi/HP music  video uploads 21.44 32.97 
How long have you considered yourself a Twi/HP fan? a 7.72 4.06 
How long ago did you begin watching Twi/HP music videos online? a 4.43 2.40 
About how many Twi/HP music videos did you watch last week? 4.32 9.85 




Table 6. Means and Standard Deviations for Romanticism Variables and Romanticism Index, 
n=144 
Variables M SD 
I believe if another person and I love each other, we can overcome any differences 
and problems that may arise. 
4.03 0.72 
If a relationship I have was meant to be, any obstacle (e.g. lack of money, physical 
distance, career conflicts) can be overcome. 
3.88 0.86 
If I love someone, I will find a way for us to be together regardless of the 
opposition to the relationship, physical distance between us, or any other barrier. 
3.73 0.84 
If I were in love with someone, I would commit myself to him or her even if my 
parents and friends disapproved of the relationship. 
3.73 0.86 
If I love someone, I know I can make the relationship work, despite any obstacles. 3.52 1.04 
I  expect  that  in  my  relationship,  romantic  love  will  really  last;;  it  won’t  fade  with  
time. 
3.51 0.95 
The person I love will make a perfect romantic partner; for example, he/she will be 
completely accepting, loving, and understanding. 
3.37 1.00 
I believe that to be truly in love is to be in love forever. 3.33 1.16 
There will be only one real love for me. 3.03 1.04 
When  I  find  my  ‘true  love,’  I  will  probably  know  it  soon  after  we  meet. 2.89 1.03 
Once  I  experience  ‘true  love,’  I  could  never  experience  it  again,  to  the  same  
degree, with another person. 
2.83 1.15 
I am likely to fall in love almost immediately if I meet the right person. 2.60 1.03 
The  relationship  I  have  with  my  ‘true  love’  will  be  nearly  perfect 2.50 1.01 
I’m  sure  that  every  new  thing  I  learn  about  the  person  I  choose  for  a  long-term 
commitment will please me. 
2.27 0.98 
I need to know someone for a period of time before I fall in love with him or her. a 1.91 0.97 
Romanticism index b 41.49 7.28 
Note. Original scale from (Sprecher & Metts, 1989) aItem was reverse coded. bEvery item on this scale is measured 
on a 5 point scale, 5 = strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neutral, 2 = disagree, 1 = strongly disagree. The index of these 
items is the combined score of the respondent on the 13 items that gave the highest alpha, making the minimum 
index score 13 and the maximum 65. 
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The reliability of the romanticism scale was quite high, as shown in Table 7. 
When a reliability analysis  was  run  on  all  15  original  scale  items,  Cronbach’s  alpha  was  .798.  
When the first 2 items were removed from the scale, the alpha was increased to .821. The items 
that  were  removed  were  “I  need  to  know  someone  for  a  period  of  time  before I fall in love with 
him or her,” and “If  I  were  in  love  with  someone,  I  would  commit  myself  to  him  or  her  even  if  
my  parents  and  friends  disapproved  of  the  relationship.” These items achieved high enough 
reliability  to  be  included  in  Sprecher  and  Mett’s  original  scale (1989) and several studies 
afterward (Weaver & Ganong, 2004; Anderson, 2005; Regan & Anguiano, 2010),  so  it’s  possible  
that they did not work in my study because I had few respondents or because my respondents 
were unique in some way. 
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I  need  to  know  someone… .817* 
If  I  were  in  love… .801* 
Once  I  experience  ‘true  love’… .7770 
I  believe  that  to  be  truly… .7760 
If  I  love  someone,  I  know… .7880 
When I find  my  ‘true  love’… .7840 
I’m  sure  that  every  new  thing… .7820 
The  relationship  I  have  with  my  ‘true  love’… .7840 
If  I  love  someone,  I  will  find… .7840 
There  will  be  only  one… .7700 
If  a  relationship  I  have  was  meant… .7850 
I am likely to fall in love… .7920 
I  expect  that  in  my  relationship… .7880 
The  person  I  love  will  make  a  perfect… .7850 
I  believe  if  another  person… .7860 
Total alpha .7980 
Note.  When  both  these  items  were  removed,  Cronbach’s  alpha=.821.
My respondents were high on femininity, according to Table 8, which is 
unsurprising  since  most  of  them  were  female.  The  item  “loyal”  had the highest mean (4.47, 4 
indicates  “agree”),  and  the  item  “does  not  use  harsh  language”  had  the  lowest  mean  (2.69,  2  
indicates  “disagree”).  This  might indicate that this group of young people (mostly women) may 
swear more than most, and/or that refraining from swearing is not as important an aspect of 
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femininity  as  it  used  to  be.  The  mean  for  “gullible”  was  also  low  (2.71),  possibly  because  
gullibility can be viewed as a negative trait and thus can be affected by social desirability bias. 
Table 8. Means and Standard Deviations for Femininity Variables and Femininity Index, n=144 
Variables M SD 
Loyal 4.47 .63 
Understanding 4.28 .62 
Compassionate 4.20 .69 
Sensitive to the needs of others 4.11 .82 
Sympathetic 4.10 .80 
Cheerful 3.97 .74 
Affectionate 3.91 .89 
Eager to soothe hurt feelings 3.87 .90 
Loves children 3.87 .98 
Warm 3.75 .84 
Shy 3.68 1.10 
Gentle 3.65 .92 
Tender 3.51 .87 
Feminine 3.42 .98 
Flatterable 3.26 .90 
Childlike 3.18 1.22 
Soft spoken 3.16 1.11 
Yielding 3.05 .94 
Gullible 2.71 1.16 
Does not use harsh language 2.69 1.24 
Femininity index a 72.84 8.90 
Note. aEvery item on this scale is measured on a 5 point scale, 5 = strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 
= neutral, 2 = disagree, 1 = strongly disagree. The index of these items is the combined score of 
the respondent on each of the 20 items, making the minimum index score 20 and the maximum 
100. 
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The reliability of the femininity scale was high, as shown in Table 9. When a 
reliability analysis was run on all 20 original scale items, Cronbach’s  alpha  was  .821.  When  4 of 
the items were removed from the scale, the alpha was increased to .833. The items that were 
removed  were  “childlike,” “does not use harsh language,”  “feminine,”  and  “yielding.”  These 
four items  were  removed  to  increase  Cronbach’s  alpha,  but  the  items  “childlike,”  “does  not  use  
harsh  language,” and  “yielding”  were  also  removed  because  they  represent  antiquated  notions  of  
femininity that I did not think were applicable to modern women. It’s  interesting  that  removing  
the  “feminine”  item  increases  the  reliability  of  the  femininity  scale,  as,  at  first glance, it seems to 
be the most important variable in the scale. This indicates that my respondents may have a 
different understanding of the word femininity the research community, or that this modified 
version of the Bem scale may actually be measuring a slightly different concept than femininity. 
Again,  it’s  possible  that  these  items  only  reduced  the  reliability  in  my  study  because  I had few 
respondents or because my respondents were different than the general population in some 
unforeseen way. 
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Sensitive to needs of others .8110 
Understanding .8160 
Compassionate .8130 
Eager to soothe hurt feelings .8070 





Does not use harsh language .824* 
Loves children .8130 
Gentle .8000 
Total alpha .8210 
Note. *When these four items  were  removed,  Cronbach’s  alpha=.833.
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According to Table 10, views and subscriptions varied widely per video, as you 
can tell from the humongous standard deviations (155,584 and 1,943 respectively). The mean 
number of views was 40,878, the mean number of subscriptions was 863, and the mean number 
of comments was 63 per video. Unsurprisingly, views are much higher than subscriptions and 
comments, most likely because viewing a video requires less effort on the part of the viewer than 
subscribing or commenting. My results also show that YouTube viewers are more likely to give 
videos positive ratings (mean 200 per video) than negative ratings (mean 7 per video). 
Table 10. Means and Standard Deviations for Video Metadata, n=144 
Variables M SD 
Number of views 40,878.19 155,584.00 
Number of subscriptions to music video creator 862.60 1,942.60 
Number  of  “thumbs  up”  (positive  ratings) 199.93 564.93 
Percent approval of videoa 95.74 10.53 
Number of comments 63.35 197.98 
Number  of  “thumbs  down”  (negative  ratings) 7.33 35.19 
Note. aMeasured by positive over total ratings. 
As Tables 11 and 12 show, the percentages of videos that had two main characters 
and the percentage of romantic videos were very similar (57.6% and 56.9%), which could 
indicate that most videos with 2 main characters were romantic and/or that most romantic videos 
had 2 main characters. 70.8% had both male and female characters, which could indicate that 
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most of the romantic videos were of heterosexual couples. Also, 22.2% of the videos had only 
male characters as compared to 6.9% that had only female characters, so apparently male 
characters were slightly more popular than female characters among this group of video makers. 
Table 11. Percentages for Character Variables in Video, n=144. 
Variables % 
Number of Main characters 
     1 116.7% 
     2 157.6% 
     3 109.7% 
     4 or more 116.0% 
     Total 100.0% 
Gender of main characters 
     All male 122.2% 
     All female 106.9% 
     Mixed 170.8% 
     Total 100.0% 
Age difference of main characters 
     Within 10 years (or only one) 179.9% 
     More than 10 years 120.1% 
     Total 100.0% 
According to Table 12, “romantic eye contact” was the romantic element that was 
present the most often (62.5% of the time). I anticipated this, because videos with romantic 
couples  who  weren’t  together  in  the  original  work  don’t  have  video footage of the actors kissing, 
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hugging, or doing other romantic actions, so they can only suggest romantic feelings through eye 
contact. “Romantic touch” was the second most frequent (57.6%), because it counts all touches 
romantic  in  context  that  don’t  fall  into  the hug and handholding categories; presumably a lot 
more movements could fall into this umbrella category than the more specific categories of 
“handholding,” “hug,” and “kiss.” “Implied sexual intercourse” was the least frequently 
occurring (4.9%) because it  was  strictly  defined  as  “two  characters  partly  naked  on a  bed,”  which  
only happened in one scene in one Twilight movie. Romantic natural sound was low because 
only 30% of the videos had natural sound at all, and of those, most had no statements that could 
be construed as romantic. 
The romantic elements index had a mean of 3.47. Since the index was scored 
from 0 to 7, the mean was almost exactly equal to the midpoint (3.5) of the scale. This may seem 
to indicate that the videos in my sample were not any more romantic than other videos found 
online, but the mean romantic elements was likely pulled downward because some romantic 
videos could not include all the romantic elements due to lack of footage.  The  variable  “video  
subject”  takes  this  into  account  by  judging  the  video  as  a  whole,  so  in  some  ways  “video  subject”  
is a better indicator of video romanticism than the overall index. 57% of the videos were judged 
to be romantic overall, which is above half, as expected. 




     Present 145.8% 
     Absent 154.2% 
     Total 100.0% 
Romantic Hug 
     Present 136.8% 
     Absent 163.2% 
     Total 100.0% 
Romantic Handhold 
     Present 136.8% 
     Absent 163.2% 
     Total 100.0% 
Romantic Touch 
     Present 157.6% 
     Absent 142.4% 
     Total 100.0% 
Romantic Eye Contact 
     Present 162.5% 
     Absent 137.5% 
     Total 100.0% 
Implied Sexual Intercourse 
     Present 104.9% 
     Absent 195.1% 
     Total 100.0% 
Video Subject 
     Romantic 156.9% 
     Not Romantic 143.1% 
     Total 100.0% 
Song Subject 
     Romantic 150.0% 
     Not Romantic 150.0% 
     Total 100.0% 
Romantic Natural Sound 
     Present 109.0% 
     Absent 191.0% 
100.0% 
According to Table 13,  the  original  Cronbach’s  alpha  of  my  romantic  elements  
index  was  .833.  The  alpha  went  up  to  .853  when  the  items  “implied  sexual  intercourse”  and  
Romantic elements indexa M SD N 
3.47 2.51 144 
Note. aScored from 0 to 7. 
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“romantic  natural  sound”  were  removed.  Romantic Natural Sound and Implied Sexual 
Intercourse probably decreased alpha because of their low rate of occurrence (9.0% and 4.9% 
respectively). 




Song Subject .8110 
Romantic Kiss .8160 
Romantic Hug .8070 
Romantic Handhold .8270 
Romantic Touch .8010 
Romantic Eye Contact .7930 
Implied Sexual Intercourse .839* 
Romantic Natural Sound .843* 
Video Subject .7910 
Total alpha .8330 
Note. When both these items were  removed,  Cronbach’s  alpha=.853.
I then ran a one-way analysis of variance of gender with romantic elements. I found 
that the difference in video romantic elements between women and men was statistically 
significant at a .01 level using this test (as seen in Table 14), so my first hypothesis was 
supported. 








Variables n = 17 n = 127 F df p 










.270 142.00 .604 
As Tables 15 and 16 show, One-Way ANOVAs of the effect of person romanticism and 
femininity on romantic elements in a video were not significant. 
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Table 15. One-way Analysis of Variance for Romanticism Index by Romantic Elements, n=144, 
F=.86, df= 32,111, p=.67. 
Romanticism Value Mean Std. Deviation 
24 2.00 
25 5.00 
26 3.50 .71 
28 6.00 
30 2.60 2.07 
31 3.00 3.00 
32 5.67 1.53 
33 3.00 1.73 
34 3.20 2.59 
35 1.00 
36 1.90 2.02 
37 5.50 .71 
38 2.22 2.17 
39 3.57 2.44 
40 3.75 2.18 
41 3.75 2.67 
42 3.85 3.02 
43 3.75 3.15 
44 3.33 3.16 
45 4.56 2.70 
46 4.40 3.21 
47 2.00 3.46 
48 1.00 1.00 
49 3.00 1.83 
50 6.50 .71 
51 3.00 4.24 
52 4.67 3.21 
53 5.00 2.00 
54 5.00 
55 .00 
57 3.33 2.31 
58 5.00 .00 
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59 2.50 2.50 
Note. Original scale from (Sprecher & Metts, 1989) Every item on this scale is measured on a 5 point scale, 5 = 
strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neutral, 2 = disagree, 1 = strongly disagree. The index of these items is the combined 
score of the respondent on the 13 items that gave the highest alpha, making the minimum index score (romanticism 
value) 13 and the maximum 65. 
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Table 16. One-way Analysis of Variance for Femininity Index by Romantic Elements, n=144, 
F=.92, df= 33,110, p=.59. 
Femininity Value Mean Std. Deviation 





47 4.00 2.00 
48 1.33 2.31 
49 2.33 4.04 
50 4.00 
51 4.00 
52 4.00 4.24 
53 3.00 
54 3.50 2.95 
55 4.43 1.51 
56 3.20 2.17 
57 5.29 2.06 
58 3.13 2.64 
59 3.14 2.54 
60 4.57 2.23 
61 2.00 1.85 
62 2.89 2.26 
63 3.43 2.15 
64 3.50 3.07 
65 3.58 2.78 
66 4.40 2.70 
67 5.00 3.37 
68 .00 
69 4.50 2.38 
70 4.11 2.85 
71 5.00 
72 3.75 2.87 




Note. Every item on this scale is measured on a 5 point scale, 5 = strongly agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neutral, 2 = 
disagree, 1 = strongly disagree. The index of these items is the combined score of the respondent on each of the 20 
items, making the minimum index score (femininity value) 20 and the maximum 100. 
When my demographic variables were correlated with each other, as shown in Table 17, 
the only significant correlation was between age and education (r=.23, p=.005). This correlation 
between age and education is often found in research, and, thus, is evidence of construct validity. 
Items  that  shouldn’t  have  been  correlated  were  not,  which  is  also evidence of construct validity. 
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2 Age (in years)   .230 (.005) 
.010 
(.938) 
3 Education (in years)   .105 (.211) 
4 Incomeb   
___________________________________________________ 
Note. aResponses were coded 1=female, 0=male. b1= $5,000 or under; 2 = $5,000 to 10,000; 3 
= $10,001 to 20,000; 4 = $20,001 to 30,000; 5 = $30,000 to 40,000; 6 = $40,001 to 50,000; 7 = 
$50,001 to 60,000; 8 = $60,001 to 70,000; 9 = $70,001 to 80,000; 10 = $80,001 to 90,000; 11 = 
$90,001 to 100,000; 12 = $100,001 to 110,000; 13 = $110,001 to 120,000; 14 = $120,001 to 
130,000; 15 = $130,001 to 140,000, up to 26=$250,000 or more 
As shown in Table 18, most femininity variables were correlated with each other, and all 
femininity variables were correlated with my femininity index with p=.01 or lower. The 
variables “cheerful” and “shy” were correlated with the fewest other variables, and the variables 
“tender” and “gentle” were correlated with all the other variables. There were some very high 
correlation  coefficients  as  well;;  there  was  a  .79  correlation  between  “tender”  and  the  index  and  a  
.71  correlation  between  “gentle”  and  the  index. 
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Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
As with the femininity variables, most of my romanticism variables were correlated with each other (Table 19). There were 
more correlations overall between the variables measuring romanticism than between the variables measuring femininity, perhaps 
indicating that the Romantic Beliefs Scale held up better over the years than the Bem Sex Role Inventory. All romanticism variables 
were correlated with my romanticism index with p=.01 or lower. As expected, the correlation coefficients were very high. The highest 
correlation  was  between  the  variable  “only  one”  and  the  index  (r=.71).
            75 
















































































































































































































































Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
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As shown in Table 20, all my romantic elements variables were correlated with each 
other and with the romantic elements index with a p of .001 or lower. This indicates that all the 
variables comprising the index were clearly measuring the same construct. The correlation 
coefficients  here  were  the  highest  yet;;  there  was  a  .81  correlation  between  “romantic  eye  
contact”  and  the  index,  and  a  .81  correlation  between  “video  subject”  and  the  index. 


















































































Note. The first 7 items were coded 1=present, 0=absent. aThe index was the combined score for the first 7 items 
added together, minimum score 0, maximum score 7. 
 *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
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Table 21 shows strong positive correlations between views and comments (r=.78), 
views and number of positive ratings (r=.80), and views and number of negative ratings (r=.91). 
Unsurprisingly, videos with more views have more comments and more ratings, both positive 
and negative. There is also a strong positive correlation between number of comments and 
number of positive ratings (r=.95), and number of comments and number of negative ratings 
(r=.85). This is also logical, because people who care enough to comment on a video also tend to 
care enough to rate it. Percent positive ratings and subscriptions were not correlated with the 
other variables, except for the modest (r=.21) correlation between subscriptions and positive 
ratings. 
















































6 Percent Positive Ratings − 
Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01. 
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Table 22 shows a statistically significant positive correlation between “loyal”  and  
gender (.21, p=.012), but none of the other femininity variables are correlated with gender. It’s  
surprising  there  weren’t  more  correlations  between  gender  and  the  other  femininity  variables.  
There were also five statistically significant negative correlations between femininity variables 
and age, meaning that older participants were apparently less feminine. There is no theoretical 
rationale for this, and as it is unlikely for so many correlations to be due to type 1 error, I thought 
that the men in my sample might be older than the women. However, I tested this conjecture 
using a one-way analysis of variance, and found that there was no difference between the mean 
age of the men (21.76) and the mean age of the women (22.58).
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Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
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Table 23 shows several statistically significant negative correlations between 
age and romanticism and between education and romanticism. This indicates that older and more 
educated people tend to be less romantic than younger and less educated people. Perhaps some of 
the myths of romantic ideology are dispelled by life experience.
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Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
Table 24 shows statistically significant positive correlations between gender and romantic 
touch (.21, p=.012) and gender and eye contact (.25, p=.003). There is statistically significant 
82 
positive correlation between gender and the romantic elements index (.21, p=.01). Since 
being female was coded as 1 and being male was coded as 0, this positive correlation is in the 
direction of the hypothesis that females had more romantic elements in their videos than males. 
However, this correlation was not observed for 5 out of the 7 variables composing the index, so 
it is unclear why there is a positive correlation between gender and the romantic elements index. 















































































Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
As seen in Table 25, there’s  a  negative  correlation  (r=-.27) between age and percent 
positive ratings. Older people apparently rate videos more negatively than younger people. That 
83 
is the only statistically significant correlation. Demographics and metadata are not supposed 
to be correlated, so the lack of correlations bodes well for the validity of both constructs. 































































Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
Table 26 shows that the variables warm, tender, gentle, and the femininity index are 
correlated  with  most  variables  in  the  romanticism  index.  The  variables  “together  no  matter  what”  
and the romanticism index are correlated with about half of the femininity variables, but overall 
there are few correlations. I expected these items to be more strongly correlated than they 
84 
actually were. My conjectures as to why there were not more correlations between the 
femininity items and the romanticism items can be found in my conclusion. 
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Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
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As Table 27 shows, my hypothesis that the more feminine the video creator, the more
romantic elements he or she will have in his or her videos was only supported for certain 
variables. It was supported for shyness (.19, p=.024), soft spoken (.21, p=.012), gullible (.17, 
p=.037), gentle (.19, .021) and the total femininity index (.17, p=.046). There were other 
correlations between individual femininity variables and individual romantic elements variables, 
but these four variables were the only ones that had statistically significant correlations with the 
romantic elements index. Thus, they were the only  variables  to  support  my  hypothesis.  It’s  also  
possible that some of the femininity variables that were only correlated with one romantic 
element variable (and not the romantic elements index) were only correlated due to type 1 error. 
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Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
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Table 28 shows very few correlations between femininity and video metadata, which 
are likely products of type 1 error. These items were not theoretically supposed to be correlated, 
so the fact that there are very few correlations could be further evidence of construct validity. 
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Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
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Table 29 shows very few correlations between romanticism and romantic elements. 
Three of the four statistically significant correlations were negative correlations between 
romantic  elements  and  the  belief  that  love  won’t  fade  with  time.  Paradoxically,  this  indicates  that  
people who believe love does fade with time have more romantic elements in their videos! These 
relationships ran opposite the hypothesized direction.  Of course, due to the large number of 
cells, the few correlations that do exist may be a product of type 1 error. Either way, the results 
of this correlation do not provide any support for my hypothesis that more romantic video 
creators will have more romantic elements in their videos. 
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Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
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Table 30 shows very few correlations between romanticism and video metadata. 
There is no theoretical reason why these items should be correlated, so the lack of correlations 
could be further evidence of construct validity. The few correlations that exist might be a product 
of type 1 error. 
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Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
Table 31 shows statistically significant negative correlations between “number of 
subscriptions” and a few other variables (“touch,” “video subject,” and the romantic elements 
index). Some of correlations may be due to type 1 error, as there is no theoretical reason why 
95 
videos with fewer romantic elements should result in more subscriptions to the uploader 
(especially since the same uploader may have produced many other videos with more romantic 
elements than the video randomly chosen for analysis). There is no support for the hypothesis 
that videos with more romantic elements are more popular. 





















































































































Note. *=p< .05 .** p< .01.
As seen in Table 32, femininity accounted for 17% of the change in the dependent 
variable, romantic elements, while romanticism only accounted for a non-significant 5%. There 
was only one statistically significant correlation between a romanticism variable and romantic 
96 
elements; a negative correlation between  the  belief  that  love  won’t  fade  over  time  (r=-.22, 
p=.042) and romantic elements, which was opposite the hypothesized direction. Thus, the data 
does not support my hypothesis that the more romantic the person, the more romantic elements 
he or she will have in his or her videos. I believe this lack of support is likely due to the way 
romanticism and romantic elements were measured in my study, rather than erroneous theory, 
and I discuss this further in my conclusion. 
As also shown in Table 32, my hypothesis that the more feminine the person, the more 
romantic elements he or she will have in his or her videos was only supported for the variable 
affectionate (r=.21, p=.038), although it neared statistical significance for the variable soft 
spoken (r=.20, p=.086). There was also a negative correlation between flatterable (r=-.16, p=.10) 
and romantic elements that neared statistical significance, but this correlation was opposite the 
direction hypothesized. Overall, there was little support for this hypothesis in the regression, 
because it only held true for 2 out of 16 femininity variables. 
There was also a statistically significant positive correlation between gender (r=.21, 
p=.013) and romantic elements, indicating that women may have more romantic elements in 
their videos than men do. However, this cannot be used to support my first hypothesis due to the 
low number of men in my sample. I included gender in a separate bloc from the other 
demographic variables both because it was the only demographic variable that had a statistically 
significant effect on romantic elements and because I was not sure of the reliability of that 
97  
variable due to the overwhelming majority of my respondents being female. The statistical 
program SPSS might be giving the gender variable false significance since the data was so 
skewed toward women, or gender might be the most theoretically significant factor in 
determining the number of romantic elements a person places in a fan music video. 
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Table 32. Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Demographic Variables, Femininity, and Romanticism, N = 133. 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Blocks of independent variables Std. Beta R2 ' Total R2 Std. Beta R2 ' Total R2 Std. Beta R2 ' Total R2 Std. Beta R2 ' Total R2 
1. Demographics .01 .01 
Age -.02 -.0300 -.0100 -.0400 
Education (.01 (.0200 (.0300 (.0500 
Income -.11 -.1000 -.0800 -.0800 
2. Gender . (.21** .04** .06* (.21** (.20** 
3. Femininity .17* .22** 
Cheerful -.1100 -.1200 
Shy (.0600 (.0700 
Affectionate (.21** (.21** 
Flatterable -.16*0 -.1200 
Loyal -.0600 -.0200 
Sympathetic (.0700 (.0400 
Sensitive to needs -.0700 -.0800 
Understanding -.1100 -.0900 
Compassionate -.0200 (.0000 
Soothe hurt feelings -.0900 -.1200 
Soft spoken (.20*0 (.1800 
Warm (.2000 (.1900 
Tender -.1700 -.1600 
Gullible (.0800 (.0500 
Loves children (.0400 (.0200 
Gentle (.1100 (.1200 
4. Romanticism .05 .27 
No one else -.0400 
Love lasts forever -.0100 
Make work (.0700 
Know soon -.0300 
New things pleasing (.0100 
Perfect relationship -.0500 
Together no matter -.0200 
Only one (.0600 
Meant to be (.0100 
Love immediately (.1300 
Won’t  fade -.22** 
Perfect partner (.0100 
Overcome differences (.0300 
Note. *p < .10, **p < .05 
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Finally, in Figure 2, I add the data to my theoretical path analysis from chapter 2. I ran a 
regression on each pair of variables that are represented by an arrow, and the results largely 
mirrored those found in my other analyses. There was a positive correlation between femininity 
and romantic elements that was nearly statistically significant (beta=.15), but there was no 
relationship between romanticism and romantic elements. There was a rather large statistically 
significant positive correlation between the femininity index and the romanticism index 
(beta=.37), which held true whether romanticism was the dependent variable or vice versa. It was 
interesting that there was such a strong relationship between the romanticism and femininity 
indexes, since very few romanticism and femininity variables were correlated with each other in 
Table 26. There was a negative correlation between demographics and romanticism, as observed 
earlier, and no other statistically significant correlations. 
In conclusion, data analysis failed to support most of my hypotheses, but did yield several 
interesting findings. In the next chapter, I speculate as to why I found what I found, and I discuss 
how my results compare to other similar studies. 
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    Figure 2. Data-Based Path Analysis 
    Note. Numbers near lines are standardized beta coefficients. * p<.10, **p<.05







Dependent -.10 .15* 
.07 .37** .37** -.16** -.10 
Independent 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
In this final chapter, I summarize the research I drew upon and the methods I used to 
conduct my study. I discuss my findings and provide several reasons why I may have failed to 
find support for my hypotheses. I compare and contrast my findings with the results of similar 
studies, keeping in mind that my study is substantially different from any that have come before. 
I also offer suggestions for future avenues of fandom research. 
In chapter 2, I discussed the long history of romanticism and sex roles research, and the 
short but fruitful history of fandom research in order to provide a background for my study of the 
relationship between romanticism, femininity, and romantic elements found in fan videos. The 
two major scales I used to measure  romanticism  and  femininity  were  Sprecher  and  Metts’  (1989)  
Romantic  Belief’s  Scale  and  the  Bem  Sex  Role  Inventory  (Bem,  1974).  Both  scales  are  well  
known and have been widely used in the decades since their development. However, concerns 
have been raised over how well both these scales have withstood the test of time (Weaver & 
Ganong, 2004; Konrad & Harris, 2002; Choi et al, 2008) and how applicable they are to 
populations that do not consist solely of European American college students (Weaver & 
Ganong, 2004; Choi & Fuqua, 2003). I used these scales because my extensive research did not 
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illuminate any other, more recently developed scales, designed to measure romanticism and 
femininity. 
In chapter 3, I discussed the relatively complex methodology I employed in this study. In 
order to draw inferences about the relationship between content characteristics and personality 
characteristics of the person who produced the content, I conducted a two-phase sequential 
study; the first phase was a survey and the second phase was a content analysis. I then combined 
the survey data and the content analysis data into a single file to run statistical analyses on the 
combined data. I used the SPSS computer program to conduct my statistical analyses. 
In chapter 4, I discussed how my hypothesis that videos produced by women had more 
romantic elements than videos produced by men (H1) could not be tested using an independent t-
test since I had a very small number of male subjects. However, a one-way ANOVA supported 
my hypothesis, as women had more romantic elements in their videos and this difference was 
statistically significant. I also found that there were statistically significant positive correlations 
between gender and romantic elements in videos. (The positive correlations indicate that women 
had  more  romantic  elements  in  their  videos  than  men  since  women  were  scored  as  “1”  and  men  
were  scored  as  “0”  in  the  dichotomous  gender  variable.) 
My hypothesis that the more romantic the video creator, the more romantic elements he
or she will have in his or her videos (H2) was also unsupported, as the romanticism index and 
the romantic elements index were not correlated with each other. Also, model 4, which 
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corresponded to romanticism, did not explain much of the variance in the linear regression. 
Likewise, my hypothesis that the more romantic the video, the more popular the video (H4) was 
not supported because there were no statistically significant positive correlations between the 
romantic elements index and any of the variables measuring video popularity. 
The results were slightly more complex for hypothesis 3, the more feminine the person,
the more romantic elements he or she will have in his or her videos. There was a statistically 
significant positive correlation between the femininity index and the romantic elements index, 
and between a few of the romantic elements variables and a few of the femininity variables. 
However, it is uncertain why a correlation between the two indexes existed, as most of the 
variables composing the indexes were not correlated. Also, the r square delta for the femininity 
model in the linear regression was approaching, but did not reach statistical significance. 
There are several reasons why my hypotheses may have lacked support. It seems 
counterintuitive  that  there  isn’t  a  relationship  between  the  romanticism  of  a  person  and  the  
romantic elements in his or her videos; however, this could be because the romanticism scale I 
used measured romantic beliefs rather than romantic fantasies or desires. The questions on 
Sprecher  and  Metts’  scale  asked  respondents  how  they  thought  romance  would  play  out  in  their  
own  lives,  but  it’s  possible  for  people  to  wish  for  an  idealized  romantic  relationship  even  if  they  
do not believe their real life relationships live up to this ideal. In her study of female romance 
novel readers, Radway (1984) found that women read romance novels in part to take their minds 
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off their dissatisfaction with their own real life relationships by immersing themselves in the 
heroine’s  ideal relationship. The same may be true of my population: they are jaded with real life 
romance, so they create their ideal romance in fan music videos. 
Also, the Romantic Beliefs Scale and the Bem Sex Role Inventory might not apply today 
because the scales were conceived several decades ago. Societal norms have changed since the 
70s and 80s, and people have different views on romance and which traits are desirable for a 
woman. This might have weakened the relationship between femininity and romantic elements 
and contributed to the non-significance of the relationship between romanticism and romantic 
elements. 
Since a scale for measuring romantic elements in fan music videos did not exist, I had to 
create my own. I was not able to corroborate the instrument’s  validity  or  reliability,  and  it  was  
my first time developing a scale for research. Thus, there may have been unforeseen or 
inexplicable problems with my romantic elements scale, which was used as the dependent 
variable in my first 3 hypotheses, and the independent variable in my last hypothesis. 
My difficulty finding respondents for my survey may be another factor leading to the lack 
of support for my hypotheses. Despite sending multiple recruitment emails to about 2,700 fans, I 
only received 150 completed responses, which made it difficult to reach statistical significance in 
my hypotheses tests. In particular, the dearth of male responses made it impossible for me to test 
my hypothesis about the relationship between gender and romantic elements in videos. If the 
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number of men and number of women in my sample had been approximately equal and I 
could have run the t-test, I may have found support for my first hypothesis. 
 My fourth hypothesis, that videos with more romantic elements would be more popular, 
may have been unsupported for a couple of reasons. First, there may be more romantic videos to 
choose from than non-romantic videos, which would mean each separate romantic video would 
not have as high a view and comment count. Also, the romantic videos may have been created 
and uploaded more recently than the non-romantic  videos,  which  wouldn’t  give  them  as  much  
time to accumulate views and comments. Finally, even if the romantic videos were more popular 
within the fan community on YouTube, the non-romantic videos may have been more popular 
with non-fans who just happened to stumble across them or searched for any video with a 
specific song and happened to get a fan music video. 
My  results  were  very  similar  to  Regan  and  Anguiano’s  findings  in  their  2010 study 
entitled  “Romanticism  as  a  Function  of  Age,  Sex,  and  Ethnicity.”  Regan and Anguiano also used 
Sprecher  and  Mett’s  (1989)  Romantic  Beliefs  Scale  to  measure  romanticism  and  found a 
negative correlation between age and romanticism scores, meaning that older respondents were 
less romantic than younger respondents. I, too, found several statistically significant negative 
correlations between age and romanticism. There were negative correlations between age and the 
belief  that  “If  I  love  someone,  I  know  I  can  make  the  relationship  work,  despite  any  obstacles,”  
age  and  the  belief  that  “I’m  sure  that  every  new  thing  I  learn  about  the  person  I  choose  for  a  
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long-term  commitment  will  please  me,”  and  age  and  the  belief  that  “I  expect  that  in  my  
relationship, romantic  love  will  really  last;;  it  won’t  fade  with  time.” 
Similarly, Regan and Anguiano did not find differences in romanticism scores between 
men and women. They found that men and women both had middling scores. My study strongly 
supported this finding, as the mean romanticism scores for men and women were only one-
hundredth apart (male mean=41.47, female mean=41.48)! Both these means fell very close to the 
center of my revised romantic elements scale, on which the minimum score was 13 and the 
maximum score was 65. 
My results also provided indirect support for the contention of Choi and colleagues 
(2009) and Campbell and colleagues (1997) that the shorter version of the Bem Sex Role 
Inventory (BSRI) has better reliability and validity than the longer version. In my study, I chose 
to use all 20 femininity items from the long form of the Bem Sex Role Inventory (both the short 
and long forms include masculine, feminine, and neutral items, but I only used the feminine 
items). I found that the femininity items included on the short form of the Bem Sex Role 
Inventory had stronger correlations with themselves and other relevant variables and more 
reliability than the items included on the long form, but not the short form. The ten femininity 
items on the Bem Sex Role Inventory short form are as follows: affectionate, warm, 
compassionate, gentle, tender, sympathetic, sensitive to needs of others, soothe hurt feelings, 
understanding, and loves children. None of these items were removed from the final femininity 
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scale due to low reliability, and these items all had strong correlations with other femininity 
items and the femininity scale (which was not always true of the other 10 items which also 
supposedly measured femininity). Also, three of these short form items (warm, tender, and 
gentle) were the only femininity variables strongly correlated with most romanticism variables. 
Oddly, I found that several femininity variables did not correlate with other femininity 
variables or the femininity index. This could support Choi  and  Fuqua’s  (2003)  finding  that  “more 
than half of the feminine items failed to load significantly on any factor across 23 validation 
studies,”  as  the  fact  that  these  items  would  not  load  on  factors  means  that  they  are  not  measuring  
the same theoretical construct (p. 884). This could help explain why my romantic elements were 
only correlated with a few femininity variables; perhaps these few femininity variables that were 
correlated with romantic elements are the only variables in the Bem Sex Role Inventory that 
accurately measure femininity. 
It’s  difficult  to  compare  my  results  to  other  fandom  researchers’  results  because  prior  
fandom  studies  were  qualitative  studies  and  mine  was  a  quantitative  study.  However,  Jenkins’  
assertion that fans hand pick parts of popular culture to incorporate into their stories seems 
obviously true, since fans took shots from each movie and recombined them in original ways to 
make their fan music videos. My study also confirmed Bacon-Smith’s  (1992)  theory  about  the  
importance of eye contact between characters in conveying romantic feelings in fan music 
videos, as eye contact was the romantic element most likely to be present in videos (62.5% of 
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time). Eye-contact was also the romantic element that had the highest correlation (.81) with 
the total romantic elements index. 
Although I did not find the relationships I expected to find, my study was still an 
important  step  forward  in  fandom  research’s  endeavor  to  elucidate  the  connections  between  fan-
created content and the personalities of the fans that produce it. As far as I know, it was the first 
study to combine a survey of fans and a content analysis of fan-produced material, and it 
certainly was a rare quantitative study in a research area that is dominated by qualitative research 
(Jenkins, 1992; Bacon-Smith, 1992; Busse & Hellekson, 2006; Woledge, 2006; Ng, 2008). I 
believe this study will beget a trend toward survey/content analysis combination studies in 
fandom research, as this method is ideal for drawing conclusions about the relationship between 
fans and the content they produce, while also benefiting from higher generalizability than 
qualitative research. 
Future  researchers  will  need  to  find  a  way  of  measuring  the  strength  of  people’s  general  
romantic desires (not romantic beliefs, and not romantic desire for a specific person or people) in 
order  to  measure  the  relationship  between  fans’  romantic  desires  and  the  romantic  elements  in  
their videos. Fandom researchers assume that fans who are more romantic will have more 
romantic elements in their videos, but I was unable to prove this mainly because a scale that 
measures general romantic desires does not exist. A new femininity index also must be created, 
as most of the femininity items on the Bem Sex Role Inventory do not seem to be accurate 
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measures of modern femininity. Most importantly, fandom researchers must find some way 
of increasing cooperation rates from male fans if we ever want to test gender related hypotheses. 
Previous studies were unable to draw any generalizable conclusions about the differences in 
male  and  female  fans’  creations  because  they  did  not  study  male  fans  (Jenkins,  1992;;  Bacon-
Smith, 1992); I attempted to remedy this, but still had trouble reaching male fans. Finally, by 
calling attention to a new avenue of fandom research, I hope to broaden the spectrum of methods 
used and conclusions drawn in the study of fandom. 
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Appendix A: Survey Questionnaire 
Survey of Harry Potter/Twilight Fan Producers 2013 
Welcome 
I want to know more about the relationship between fan desires and fan creative production 
and I need your help. Few attempts have been made to connect fans' desires with the 
content of their videos, so you will be on the forefront of exciting new research! 
Informed Consent 
My name is Alexis Finnerty, and I am a graduate student at the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications at 
Syracuse University. I am inviting you to participate in a research study of Harry Potter/Twilight fans. Involvement 
in the study is voluntary, so you may choose whether or not to participate. You must be 18 or older to participate.  
I am interested in learning more about the romantic desires of Harry Potter/Twilight fans and how these desires are 
manifested in their fan music videos. You will be asked to participate in a short Internet survey. This will take 5-10 
minutes of your time. During the survey, you will be asked to provide the name of the site where you post Twilight 
fan videos and your username on that site. Your username will allow me to compare your videos with your 
responses to these questions. Your username will be confidential, and the link between your username and your 
video will be removed once the study is completed. Your username will not appear in any report or publication. Data 
will only be discussed in the aggregate.  
This survey carries a minimal risk that respondents will feel uncomfortable answering questions about their romantic 
desires. To minimize this risk, we will allow respondents to quit the survey at any time, if they wish. At the end of 
the survey, you may provide your email address if you wish to be entered into a drawing for one of thirty $25.00 gift 
cards to Amazon.com.  
I believe the benefits of this study outweigh the risks. This study could lead to a greater understanding of the 
relationship between fan desires and the content of their videos. By participating in this survey, you can help the 
research community reach generalizable conclusions about fan desires. 
Contact Information: If you have any questions or concerns about the research, contact my faculty advisor Dr. 
Pamela Shoemaker at snowshoe@syr.edu or me at abfinner@syr.edu.  
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If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, you may contact the Syracuse University 
Institutional Review Board at 315-443-3013.  
All of my questions have been answered, I am 18 years of age or older, and I wish to participate in this research 
study. Participants are encouraged to print a copy for their records. By clicking "next," I agree to participate in this 
research study. 
Fandom Confirmation 
1) Do you consider yourself a Harry Potter/Twilight fan?*
 Yes 
 No 




3) Provide the name of a website where you have uploaded one or more Harry
Potter/Twilight music videos. If you have uploaded videos to more than one website, provide 
the first that comes to mind.* 
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4) What is your username on the website provided in the previous question? Please
provide the username for the account where you have uploaded the most Harry 
Potter/Twilight music videos. 
*Your username will allow me to compare your videos with your responses to these
questions. Your username will be confidential, and the link between your username and your 
videos will be removed once the study is completed. Your username will NOT appear in any 
report or publication. Data are discussed in the aggregate so no individuals can be identified.  
Participation 
5) How long have you considered yourself a Harry Potter/Twilight fan?
months: 
years: 




7) How many separate music videos have you uploaded online using video clips, pictures,
and/or fan art from Harry Potter/Twilight? (Include videos that have been deleted)* 
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8) About how many Harry Potter/Twilight music videos did you watch last week?*
9) About how many Harry Potter/Twilight music videos did you comment on last week?*
Romanticism Scale 
10) Please rate whether you strongly disagree (SD), disagree (D), neither agree nor disagree
(N), agree (A), or strongly agree (SA) with the following statements:* 
SD D N A SA 
I need to know someone for a period of time before I fall in love with him or her. 
If I were in love with someone, I would commit myself to him or her even if my parents and friends disapproved of the 
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Once I experience 'true love,' I could never experience it again, to the same degree, with another person. 
I believe that to be truly in love is to be in love forever. 
If I love someone, I know I can make the relationship work, despite any obstacles. 
When I find my 'true love,' I will probably know it soon after we meet. 
I'm sure that every new thing I learn about the person I choose for a long-term 
 115 commitment will please me. 
The relationship I will have with my 'true love' will be nearly perfect. 
If I love someone, I will find a way for us to be together regardless of the opposition to the relationship, physical distance between us or any other barrier. 
There will be only one real love for me. 
If a relationship I have was meant to be, any obstacle (e.g. lack of money, physical distance, 
 116 career conflicts) can be overcome. 
I am likely to fall in love almost immediately if I meet the right person. 
I expect that in my relationship, romantic love will really last; it won't fade with time. 
The person I love will make a perfect romantic partner; for example, he/she will be completely accepting, loving, and understanding. 
I believe if another person and I love each other, we can overcome any differences 
 117 and problems that may arise. 
Personality Scale 
11) To what extent do you believe the following adjectives describe you? Do you strongly
disagree (SD), disagree (D), neither agree nor disagree (N), agree (A) or strongly agree (SA)?* 




























13) How old were you on your last birthday? (in YEARS)*
Demographics 






























15) Which of these categories best describes your household's income for the previous
year (which could include parents or other relations)? 
 Less than $5,000 
 $5,001 to $10,000 
 $10,001 to $20,000 
 $20,001 to $30,000 
 $30,001 to $40,000 
 $40,001 to $50,000 
 $50,001 to $60,000 
 $60,001 to $70,000 
 $70,001 to $80,000 
 $80,001 to $90,000 
 $90,001 to $100,000 
 $100,001 to $110,000 
 $110,001 to $120,000 
 $120,001 to $130,000 
 $130,001 to $140,000 
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 $140,001 to $150,000 
 $150,001 to $160,000 
 $160,001 to $170,000 
 $170,001 to $180,000 
 $180,001 to $190,000 
 $190,001 to $200,000 
 $200,001 to $210,000 
 $210,001 to $220,000 
 $220,001 to $230,000 
 $230,001 to $240,000 
 $240,001 to $250,000 
 $250,001 or more 
Gift Card Drawing 
16) If you want to enter the gift card drawing, please provide your email address.
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17) Did a friend refer you to take this survey? If so, enter his or her YouTube username




Romantic and Non-Romantic elements of Fan Videos 
Section 1-- Sampling 
The videos I chose for analysis were the Harry Potter and Twilight fan videos made by 
my survey respondents. First,  I  went  to  each  respondent’s  YouTube profile page and looked at all 
his or her uploaded videos. I then counted the number of Harry Potter or Twilight fan videos 
uploaded by the user and assigned each video a number based on where it was in the count. I 
then used a random number table to pick a number, and I analyzed the video that corresponded to 
that number. My father was my second coder. He and I watched all the fan videos on the website 
YouTube.com. 
Section 2—What to Include 
My unit of analysis was the fan video. I defined a fan video as a music video that 
contains pictures or video clips from the Harry Potter or Twilight movies set to music. My 
variables fell into three categories: visual content, audio content, and analytics. Visual content 
included subject of video, number of occasions of romantic scenery and number of romantic 
interactions between the main characters in the video. Audio content included genre of song, 
subject of song, and natural sound. Analytics included video statistics such as number of views, 
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number of comments, and number of thumbs up or thumbs down. All of these variables are 
explained in greater detail in their respective sections. 







FANDOM—Harry Potter or Twilight 
Case# --Identification number of video (1, 2, 3, etc.) 
Coder Initials—Initials of the coder who is coding the episode 
Coding Date---Date that coding takes place 
Abbreviations: 
HP=Harry Potter 







Harry Potter and Draco Malfoy 
1 
etc. 
Section IV—Coding Information 
Code the following for all videos: 
1. Number of main characters in the video:
1 main character=1 
2 main characters=2 
3 main characters=3 
4 or more main characters=4 
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This  information  is  found  in  the  title  of  the  video  as  well  as  in  the  video  itself.  If  the  title  says  it’s  
a video about one specific character and/or most of the footage in the video focuses on that 
character, there is one main character in the video. If the title lists two names and/or most of the 
footage in the video focuses on those two characters, there are two main characters. Most 
romance videos will have two main characters. Some romance videos list three names and focus 
on footage of three characters because they are trying to portray a love triangle between the three 
characters. These videos have three main characters. The videos that have about equal footage of 
four or more characters and/or  say  in  the  title  they’re  tributes  to  a  group  of  characters  have  four  
or more main characters. 
2. Names of main characters in the video.
Write the names of the main character(s) in the video or the main group in the video. (not 
included in analysis) 
Examples: 
Harry Potter 
Harry Potter and Hermione Granger 
Harry Potter, Hermione Granger, and Ginny Weasley 
Dumbledore’s  Army 
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3. Gender of main characters in video:
All main characters in video are male=1 
All main characters in video are female=2 
Main characters in video are both male and female=3 
4. Age of main characters in video:
All main characters in video are about the same age (within ten years) or just one main 
character=1 
e.g. Harry and Hermione 
Main characters in video are not about the same age (not within ten years)=2 
e.g. Harry and Snape 
5. Subject of video
Like the main characters of the video, the subject of the video is found in the title of the video 
and video description in addition to the video itself. Since my study focuses on romance, the 
subject of the video will be dichotomized as romantic video and non-romantic video. If the 
uploader states that the video is meant to portray the romance between two characters and/or 
most of the footage in the video seems to paint two characters as a couple, it is a romantic video. 
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If the uploader states that the video is about a group of four or more characters or one 
character and the footage in the video consists of action scenes or other non-romantic scenes, it is 




Shots with no characters visible or characters very small in comparison to the scenery are called 
scenery shots. Scenery shots are categorized as romantic or neutral. Romantic scenery shots are 
defined  as  settings  where  one  would  expect  romance  to  occur  (e.g.  Bella  or  Edward’s  bedroom  in  
Twilight, beautiful forest shots in Twilight, Yule Ball in Harry Potter). Neutral scenery shots are 
defined as places where romance is not especially likely to occur (e.g.  Harry’s  shared  dormitory,  
haunted  forest,  parking  lot,  Hagrid’s  cabin,  school). 




If scenery shots are present, code whether any of the shots are romantic: 
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Romantic interactions are defined as instances where characters in the video engage in romantic 
behaviors such as kissing, hugging, hand holding, and eye contact. A romantic interaction occurs 
when either a) the entire video is judged to be romantic or b) the lyrics playing at the time the 
interaction is shown are clearly romantic in nature. 
Code whether each of the following are present within the video: 
a) Romantic Kiss
Kisses on the lips are always counted as romantic. Kisses on other parts of the body (e.g. 
forehead, cheek) are only counted if the lyrics playing at the time of the kiss are romantic OR 





A hug is when a character puts both arms around another character. Arms around 
shoulder or waist, or one-armed hugs may count as romantic touch (e). Hugs are only 
counted if the lyrics playing at the time of the hug are romantic OR if the whole video is 




Two characters are holding hands, and the hands must be seen in the frame of the shot. 
(Shots that appear as if the people are holding hands, but the hands are out of frame do NOT 
count). Hand-holding is only counted if the lyrics playing at the time of the handhold are 
romantic OR if the whole video is judged to be romantic. 
Absent=0 
Present=1 
d) Romantic eye contact
There is eye contact if character A or B or both are looking at each other within the frame. 
There is also eye contact if character A is looking off frame and then there’s a cut to 
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character B, inferring that A is looking at B. Eye contact is only counted if the lyrics 




e) Romantic touch (Other)
The general category “romantic touch” encompasses any other type of romantic gesture not 
included in the above categories (e.g. A putting an arm around B’s shoulder or waist, A 
caressing B’s face, A holding B’s arm, etc). Romantic touch is only counted if the lyrics 




There is implied sex when character A and B are in bed together with some or all of their 





8. Name of song
Write the name of the song featured in the video. (Not used in analysis, used to look up the genre 
of the song). 
e.g. My Heart Will Go On 
9. Name of Artist
Write the name of the artist who created the song. (Not used in analysis, used to look up the 
genre of the song). 
e.g. Celine Dion 
10. Genre of song
This is defined as the musical genre the song belongs to. Type the song name and artist into 
















11. Subject of song. This is the message of the song, or what the song is about. Since I am
interested in romanticism, this will be dichotomized between love song and non-love song. A 
love song is defined as a song whose lyrics describe  a  romantic  relationship  and/or  one  person’s  
love for another. Songs about unrequited love were included, but songs purely about physical 




12. Natural sound. Natural sound is defined as sound taken from the original Harry Potter
or Twilight movie. 
Code whether natural sound is present within the video: 
Absent=0 
Present=1 
If natural sound is present, code whether any of the  character’s  comments  can  be  construed  as  
romantic. 
No romantic comments=0 
One or more romantic comments=1 
Analytics 
Analytics  are  the  video’s  statistics,  such  as  views  and  comments. 
14. Number of views. This is the number of people who have viewed the video. It is found to the
right of the screen, below the video. 
e.g. 50,922 (This means 50,922 views.) 
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15. Number of subscribers. This is the number of people who have subscribed to see future
videos made by the creator of the current video. It is found to the left of the screen, below the 
video. It is the number next to the red subscribe button. 
e.g. 36 (This means 36 subscribers.) 
16. Number of comments. This is the number of people who have commented on the video. It is
found at the top of the main comments section, below the video description and the top 
comments. 
e.g. 135 (This means 135 comments.) 
17. Number of thumbs up. This is the number of positive ratings  a  video  has  received.  It’s  found
to the right of the screen, directly under video views. 
e.g. 391 (391 thumbs up) 
18. Number of thumbs down. This is the number of negative ratings  a  video  has  received.  It’s
also found to the right of the screen, directly under video views. 
e.g. 2 (2 thumbs down) 
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